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Haitian Migrant Processing: The Deliberative Process
BACKGROUND:
The issues surrounding Haitian migration to the United States did not begin on
September 29, 1991:
- From 1960 through 1969, Haitian legal immigration to the United States totaled
31,536 people.
- From 1969 until the Mariel exodus from Cuba some 25,000 Haitians entered the
United States.
- Trailing onto the Cuban Mariel Boat Lift (from 1980 to 1981) was a large group
of Haitian "boat people," approximately 35,000 people.
- From 1987 through September 28, 1991, Haitian legal immigrants to the United
States totaled 95,855.
During 1981, the Reagan Administration, after an exchange of letters between the
then-existing Government of Haiti and the Government of the United States, concluded
an agreement of cooperation early in September 1981. After a careful study and policy
discussion at the Senior Inter-Governmental level (S.l.G.), the White House issued
Executive Order 12324. The Executive Order, dated September 29, 1981, established
the Alien Migration Interdiction Operation (A.M.1.0.), ordered the suspension of entry
of undocumented aliens from the high seas into the United States, and directed the INS
to interview (pre-screen) those persons on board for possible claims to refugee status.
Consequently, on October 2, 1981, the Administration mandated the following charges:
THE COAST GUARD with the actual interdiction and return to their point of
embarkation, of Haitians and other aliens.
THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE with asylum prescreening on-board Coast Guard Cutters.
THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE with the monitoring of the human rights
situation in Haiti, including the monitoring of the condition of those Haitians
repatriated by A.M.1.0.
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During the period that immediately followed the institution of this process, less
than 50 individuals were interdicted monthly. However, between 1981-1990, more than
350 vessels carrying 22~940 persons were interdicted, of which 11 people were permitted
into the United States to apply for asylum.
Following the events of the political coup in Haiti on September 29-30, 1991,
which brought about the overthrow of the democratically elected President Aristide,
increasing numbers of people sought to flee Haiti by boat for entry to the United States.
This established a scenario which brought the United States Government into a process
of decision-making impacting across federal agency lines, prior to the Administration
having the opportunity to establish detailed policy goals and objectives. The affected
agencies included the Departments of State, Justice, Defense, Health and Human
Services, Transportation and Bureaus within the Department of State, including Refugee
Programs, Consular Affairs, Latin American Affairs, Humanitarian Affairs, the U.S.
Coordinator for Refugee Affairs and others. The Department of Justice participants
included such Services and Offices as l.N .S., Community Relations Service, U.S.
Marshals Service, and the Office of the Attorney General/Deputy Attorney General.
There were a number of Department of Defense Branches and Offices involved in the
program, primarily the Joint Chiefs of Staff, CINCLANT, the Marine Corps, the U.S.
Army, the U.S. Navy, and their field components. The Department of Transportation
provided the United States Coast Guard and the Department of Health and Human
Services provided the U.S. Public Health Service and its Centers for Disease Control.
Between September 30, 1991, the date of the coup, and May 24, 1992, the date
that President Bush issued an Executive Order to return Haitians picked up at sea directly
to Haiti, the U.S. Coast Guard interdicted 36,985 persons; of these, 10,736 Haitians, or
29 % of those interviewed were "screened-in" to the United States under the "credible
fear of return" standard. In the months that followed, up to December 16, 1992, the
U.S. Coast Guard intercepted an additional 3,146 people, for a total of 40,131 picked up
at sea following the coup.
"Screened-in," Haitians were eligible, under pre-May 24, 1992, policies. and
procedures for transfer to the United States to pursue formal asylum claims.
Adding to the "pull" factors that attracted Haitians to pursue entrance to the United
States was an "incentive" provided to all screened-in applicants: eligibility to work in the
United States (receive an Employment Authorization Document) while waiting for their
asylum claim to be processed. If their asylum claim is initially denied, they may continue
to receive work authorization while they go through a review and re-enter the asylumclaim procedure which, currently, could take years.
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While on-board-cutter pre-screening of Haitians was normally the responsibility
of a small permanent I.N.S. unit based in Miami (the A.M.1.0.), the post-coup exodus
necessitated the augmentation of this unit with additional staff. The I.N .S. determined
to detail officers from the newly established Asylum Program to assist in the conduct of
these interviews. They began arriving in significant numbers shortly after November 15,
1991, and remained the main source of the pre-screening adjudication staff until the end
of May 1992. In excess of 100 of the 150 officers in the Asylum Corps were assigned
to Guantanamo for periods ranging from 2 weeks to 2 months, often in repeat
assignments. In addition, the Asylum Officers were supplemented by a cadre of 91
Haitian-Creole interpreters, almost all of whom were recruited from the private sector.
Interpreters were initially scheduled for duty periods of 30 to 60 days, under an
emergency appointment. However, this appointment schedule was soon changed and 49
interpreters were given Schedule "A" appointments for an intermittent period not to
exceed 1 year.
The diversion of Asylum Officers from their state-side assignments to serve as
Asylum Pre-Screening Officers at Guantanamo presented both positive and negative
results for the I.N.S.
On the positive side:
The public, the N.G.O. 's and the press became aware of the professionalism of
the I.N.S. Asylum Officer Corps.
The public, the N. G. 0. 's and the press became aware of the effort being expended
by I.N .S. to provide an equitable interview for Haitians to present their claim for
pre-screened asylum clearance to the United States.
The interviews were handled professionally and expeditiously.
The Resource Information Center and the Joint Task Force at Guantanamo
provided constant up-dates of country conditions in Haiti for the adjudicators and
the interpreters, which helped them in the positive performance of their duties.
The 29 % approval rate established I.N. S. credibility in the eyes of N. G. 0. 's and
other parties.
The "quality assurance" review of each case determination provided supervisory
and key professional oversight of all adjudications and played an important role in
the "newly" achieved perception of the GTMO I.N.S. activities.
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On the negative side:
The assignment ·of the Asylum Officers to Guantanamo negatively affected their
ability to execute the statutory (Section 208 of the Immigration and Nationality
Act) and regulatory responsibilities (Final Asylum Rule, 55 Fed. Reg. 30,674-688)
of asylum adjudication, which the law states, only they can perform. This
situation created large-scale delays in the normal adjudication case load
responsibilities of the seven Asylum Offices in the United States.
The removal of the Asylum Officers from their normal functions created an
increase in the backlog of undecided cases. On October 1, 1991, the undecided
asylum case load for I.N.S. totaled 141,000 cases. Due to the diversion of
Asylum Officers, this backlog grew to 216,000, an increase of75,000 cases in just
one year. The expected yearly number of case interviews by the 150 Officers in
the Asylum Program is 70,000. As a result of the continual use of Asylum
Officers in Guantanamo during the period between November 1991 and June of
1992, and with only half of the current Asylum Corps trained prior to April of
1992, only 10,418 U.S. Asylum Office interviews were held. This problem
occurred at a time when the number of applications was far higher than what
would have been normally expected in any given year as a result of the ABCThornburgh settlement, and even more than the 150 Asylum Officers on staff were
needed to handle the additional case load if a growing backlog was to be
prevented.
In addition, under normal procedures the Asylum Offices are able to adjudicate the
work authorization requests of the vast majority of the 70,000 new asylum
applications filed each year at the time of their regular asylum interviews.
However, although reduction of incentives for individuals to file asylum claims
merely or primarily to obtain such work authorization permits was one of the two
main goals of the new Asylum Program, it was impossible to obtain this objective
while so many Officers were diverted to the Haitian pre-screening operation. (As
a result, the "paper adjudication" of Employment Authorization Documents
continued as few E.A.D. interviews were held). Therefore, many potentially
fraudulent E.A.D. applications were perfunctorily approved.
The enthusiasm of the officers in the newly created Asylum Program was
electrifying, particularly as they left training and entered into the program. This
enthusiasm continued into the first time assignment of the Asylum Officer to
GTMO; however, as the assignment developed into a bi-monthly rotation, the
enthusiasm waned and the performances of the returning Asylum Officers were
negatively affected. Example: An Asylum Officer returning from GTMO after a
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30-day assignment would be waiting for the return assignment to GTMO in
another 30 to 60-days. The efficiency factor at both posts was negatively affected,
as the individuals concerned had to re-acclimate themselves to the Asylum Office
routine, while at the same time being aware that they would shortly be returning
to work in GTMO, and will have to re-acclimate themselves to GTMO, in what
became an endless cycle of uncertain duration.
REFUGEE PROCESSING:
On February 18, 1992, in a specific attempt to limit the flow of individuals fleeing
Haiti for the United States only to those individuals, and their immediate families, who
demonstrated the internationally accepted definition of a "well-founded fear of
persecution," the U.S. Government acting under the authority of the FY 1992 Presidential
Determination governing refugee admissions to the United States, instituted in-country
processing for refugees in Haiti in Port-au-Prince.
Initially, the in-country program was limited to persons eligible for interview under
Refugee Priority One of the Worldwide Refugee Processing Guidelines, i.e., persons in
immediate danger of loss of life or of compelling concern, such as leaders of national or
regional political movements, human rights activists, members of certain professions that
might be targets of persecution, officials of the Aristide Government or political
pnsoners.
Screened by Department of State (DOS) Consular Officers to determine their
eligibility for processing, Priority One applicants were provided full refuge interviews by
INS officers detailed to the in-country program from within the Mexico District. During
the first phase of the in-country processing (February 18-June 9, 1992), approximately
1,400 individuals notified the U.S. Embassy of their interest in the U.S. refugee program.
Of the 168 individuals interviewed during this time period, 45 or 32 % were found to
have a "well founded fear of persecution.
EXPANSION OF THE IN.:coUNTRY PROGRAM:
During the first months of the in-country processing, large numbers of Haitians
also continued to seek admission to the United States through the U.S.Asylum Program
operating at GTMO. However, on May 24, 1992, President Bush signed an Executive
Order directing the immediate return of Haitians interdicted at sea to Haiti, effectively
closing down asylum pre-screening in GTMO. In announcing its direct repatriation
policy the Administration urged all Haitians who believed themselves to be at risk to
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bring themselves to the attention of the U.S. refugee program in Port-au-Prince. This
change in policy transformed the existing in-country program, opening it to all Haitians
who wished to apply.
In early June, representatives from the D.O.S. and the I.N.S. meet in Port-auPrince to establish new procedures for processing the anticipated increase in refugee
applicants. Screening guidelines were put in place to ensure that persons most likely to
be at risk were given priority for interviews.
Initially the screening and preparation of cases for interview was the responsibility
of the U.S. Embassy consular staff. However, as of October 1, 1992, the International
Organization for Migration (1.0.M.), under a contract with the D.0.S., has assumed
responsibility for case preparation, in addition to its traditional role of scheduling travel
for approved refugee applicants. The screening of refugee cases, to ensure that priority
is given to those most likely to be at risk, is the responsibility of the Refugee Coordinator
at the U.S. Embassy, who assumed his duties as of October 1, 1992.
Until recent weeks, I.N.S. has staffed its Port-au-Prince operations with 4
interviewing officers and 1 supervisor. With case preparation now being done by the
1.0.M., at the rate of 100 cases per week, INS has reduced its staff to 3 officers for
interviews and 1 supervisor.
APPROVAL RATES:
Since the expansion of in-country processing in Haiti to include a broad range of
the population, approval rates have, not surprisingly, dropped. As of December 11,
1992, 2,815 individuals have been interviewed since the initiation of the in-country
refugee processing. Of that number, 270 or 9.6% have been approved.
In-country approval rates cannot be compared with those found in asylum
operations at GTMO, nor can the initial approval rates under the strict limitation of
Refugee Priority 1 be equated with the approval rates for the broad-population base of
Refugee Priorities 1 through 6.
1. The credible fear standard used by the asylum officers to screen Haitian
applicants in GTMO is significantly broader in scope, as the attached I.N .S.
memorandum demonstrates, than the ·world-wide refugee standard of a wellfounded fear of persecution, against which refugee applicants are adjudicated in
Port-au-Prince. Further, there is no way to determine whether these two
populations (those interdicted at sea and those applying in Haiti) are comparable,
i.e., have the same general characteristics.
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2. The initial in-country processing of refugees was specifically limited, as
described above, to those individuals and their families who could substantiate
their consideration under the Priority 1 Standard. This criteria was known
throughout Haiti and limited the applicants for refugee adjudication only to those
people who felt they had a chance to qualify under Priority 1. The approval rate
for those adjudicated in this group was 32 %. With the implementation of the May
24, 1992, Executive Order, Refugee Priorities 1 through 6 were authorized for
Port-au-Prince and some Haitians viewed this as expanded window of opportunity
to immigrate to the United States as refugees, though their basic problem was
economic. This concept was not true, as World Wide Refugee Standards was the
operative criteria for all 6 categories. As a result the approval rate dropped to
9.6%.
Following the May 24, 1992, Executive Order, interest in the expanded in-country,
five-day a week program at first overwhelmed the Embassy in Port-au-Prince. Hundreds
of inquiries were received each day; however, in recent months, inquiries have declined
to fewer than 50 a day. This is, perhaps, a reflection of the low approval rates we have
noted or the preparation for a massive flight to the sea and an easier, though more
dangerous chance of getting to (entering) the United States.
It is equitable to recognize that any change in U.S. policy regarding the direct
repatriation of Haitians rescued at sea is likely to have a significant impact on the incountry refugee adjudication process and may require some adjustment in the program.
Any such policy 11_1.odification would require coordination with Departments of Justice,
State, Health and Human Services, Transportation, Defense, the National Security
Council, the international organizations of U.N.H.C.R., 0.A.S. and 1.0.M., as well as
the VOLAGs and the U.S. states that will be effected by Haitian resettlement. It would
also require discussions and decision making at the levels of the Policy Coordinating
Committee (P.C.C.) and the Deputies Committee. It is, however, impossible to predict
a particular impact in the absence of any stated policy.
However, the United States should consider continuing this in-country operation
while initiating discussions regarding the future of alternative in-country programs, or if
the new Administration reverses the current policy of direct repatriation. Discussions
should also focus on the initiation of refugee processing for Haitians in third countries.
Although, the cancellation of refugee processing in Port-Au-Prince prior to resolving the
human problems created by the historic lack of a concerned, humane and effective Haitian
infrastructure would only add another "push" factor for increasing Haitian migration, and
this factor must be part of any future program and policy consideration.
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UNITED STATES POLICY OBJECTIVES:
Because of the ·issues involved in the outpouring of migrants from Haiti, the
primary concerns of the Administration were the foreign policy objectives of restoring
a civil government, providing a free society in which open elections are held and those
elected maintained in office, and restoring a government which would adhere to the
protocols of democracy. Further, a determination was made to continue the process of
interdiction until such time as the situation in Haiti was clarified. Shortly thereafter, it
was recognized by the Administration that 1) the continuing problems of the instability
in Haiti of the new "military" regime, and 2) the resultant persistence of the high volume
of "boat people" departures, were issues that required a timely resolution. This led the
Administration to determine that the reinstatement of the deposed President Aristide (with
many questions concerning his short lived reign still unanswered) was the most
appropriate course of action to be taken and that an international diplomatic solution,
involving the O.A.S., was the proper process to institute such action. Within this
complex agenda, the issue of aid and assistance to Haitians who were fleeing the island
was a secondary question, but for many federal agencies this was to become the real
mission.
DELIBERATIVE PROCESS DISCUSSIONS:
The convening of a P.C.C. by the Department of State is a long-standing process
in which the Geographic Bureau responsible for the area of concern is charged by the
Secretary of State with organizing and chairing a federal inter-agency group to provide
policy options and directives for resolving specific country or regional issues. The U.S.
Coordinator for Refugee Affairs receives her authority for a Refugee P. C. C. from the
Office of the President of the United States. The Haitian P.C .C. was convened and
chaired by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Department of State's Bureau for InterAmerican Affairs (A.R.A.). This policy recommendation process within the government
provides for an open and frank discussion of the issues, the pros and cons of a given
course of action, and the various impacts upon individual agencies, organizations and
entities within the federal structure. During those meetings, the following agenda items
and policy options were discussed, debated, evaluated, and finally established (though in
every instance with the flexibility to return to the P.C.C. for further discussion,
alteration, deletion, etc., as the Haitian situation would, or could change and with the full
understanding that all recommendations would be reviewed by the Deputies Committee).
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Item: Should the processing of Haitian migrants be considered as a refugee
process or an asylum pre-screening responsibility?
Discussion and response: The discussion and ensuing debates of this issue centered
primarily over the questions associated with which agency and process shall assume the
responsibility for the migrants and which screening/admission program would be used.
Refugee processing is an international issue, with the costs for such processing being
shared, through the United Nations, by all nations accepting the affected refugees. The
U.S. Coordinator for Refugee Affairs (S.R.) is primarily responsible for recommending
and guiding U.S. Refugee Policy on behalf of the President and the Secretary of State.
The Bureau for Refugee Programs of the Department of State (R.P .) is the operational
arm of the United States Government (U.S.G.) primarily responsible for implementing
refugee policy. The R.P. responsibility is exclusive of the I.N .S. role of conducting its
statutorily required interview and making the determination of whether the applicant has
been able to articulate a well-founded fear of persecution. The issue of refugee
processing as opposed to asylum pre-screening, or other migrant programs, was
thoroughly discussed. A determination was made by the P.C.C. that there would be an
early diplomatic solution to the issue and as such it would be inappropriate and
unnecessary to alter the policy and instructions of President Reagan's Executive Order
of September 29, 1981. However, as history has now demonstrated, it was an inaccurate
and costly assumption.
Item: Was there an effort made to internationalize the migrant burden and the
problems in Haiti that precipitated the departures?
Discussion and response: There were massive internal U.S.G. discussions about
the appropriateness of internationalization, but little actual success. The Department of
State and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees were unable to get many
other countries to accept Haitians, other than small numbers of migrants for resettlement,
and were unable to get any country to allow for the temporary safe-haven of migrants
until a diplomatic solution was reached. The Department of State, and the U.N.H.C.R.
held a series of informal meetings at the 0.A.S. to review this issue and became involved
in a series of bi-lateral discussions with other countries in the region to attempt to develop
acceptable methods of resolving this problem. This led to a formal emergency meeting
of the permanent members of the O.A.S. to attempt the development of a program to deal
with Haiti. The meeting was requested and called by Honduras. A resolution was
presented calling for regional responsibility for the Haitian problem; however, in order
to garner adequate support for such a declaration, a weakened and less-country-actioncompelling resolution had to be introduced. After the D.O.S. and U.N.H.C.R. went
through the region on a country-by-country basis to obtain support, such a resolution was
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finally passed. Three countries accepted Haitian migrants: Venezuela welcomed 100
(placed them on an isolated, mosquito infested island and eventually all returned to Haiti);
Honduras accepted 250·(all of whom were interned and isolated, eventually all of these
also returned to Haiti); and Surinam accepted 60 (all of whom are still in Surinam and
integrated into that society). The processing of these 410 "refugees" and their final
transportation to Venezuela, Honduras and Surinam was handled by the 1.0.M. and paid
for by the U.S.G.
The events described in the previous paragraph are clouded by a proverb coined
by the philosopher George Santayana: "Those who forget the errors of the past are
doomed to repeat them." It was on July 6, 1938, that the United States organized EvianLes-Bains Refugee Conference opened. Thirty-two nations attended these sessions with
a prime agenda of finding homes and solutions to the refugee problem of Europe.
However, the issue of "burden sharing" of these refugees and migrants was eliminated
as a possible solution when the United States announced that it would not alter its existing
immigration policies. The Peruvian delegate pointedly remarked "that the United States
had given his country and the other nations of this conference an example of caution and
wisdom by its own migration restrictions." As a result of the American action, not one
country at that conference opened its doors to the European refugees.
The refusal of other nations of this region to respond more openly to the United
States and U.N.H.C.R. request of them to accept Haitian migrants appears to bear a
direct correlation to the lack of a defined plan for regional burden sharing, which would
have included a defined percentage of admissions to the United States.
Item: Were other international options considered by the P. C. C.?
Discussions and response: The P.C.C. considered the economic embargo to be
a viable option and possible solution to the situation on the political front. If it had
worked, it should have resulted in the reinstatement of President Aristide, with some
international O.A.S. oversight, and resulted in a decrease in the number of boat
departures. The apparent failure of the economic embargo has further stratified the
Haitian population, and the under/marginally-employed found employment much more
difficult to obtain as in conjunction with the political events in Haiti, a number of
American companies left the country.
The O.A.S. participated in several discussions and actions, including sending a
team of individuals into Haiti to ensure that there were not massive human rights abuses
taking place and that there was sufficient infrastructure for the people of the country to
exist.
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Additionally, there was discussion regarding the establishment of a geographic
enclave, protected by the United Nations, in Haiti to which individuals fearing
persecution would be welcomed and cared for until a diplomatic solution was reached.
This process would have required compliance by the existing regime and the diplomatic
process to acquire such an agreement was never resolved. The pull factor of such an
enclave for Haitians was never discussed, as the services provided within the safe haven
would be far greater than those offered in much of Haiti. Therefore, such a facility in
Haiti would not be effective, unless there was a concurrent operation to repair the internal
structures of the country. There was also discussion regarding an enclave of this type
being set up in the Dominican Republic or another "third-country" for the same reasons
(the D.R. has a current Haitian population in excess of 1,000,000 and the Bahamas about
40,000 - 50,000). Although, the same magnet effect would occur as we would find in
a Haiti safe haven. This massive expenditure for the D.R. or any other such country
would be a questionable undertaking at best, particularly in view of the worlds current
economic climate. Further, the third country would have to be assured that un-approved
Haitian migrants would not become permanent burdens of their country. A pledge that
would be almost impossible to obtain. There was also discussion regarding locating an
"island in the sun," which is not a part of the United States, for housing and processing
under the international rules for refugees, for movement to other countries.
Further, there was discussion regarding military intervention to reestablish stability
(politically, economically and militarily) within the country.
Item: What options were considered for saving the lives of persons on the high
seas who were interdicted by the U.S. Coast Guard?
Discussions and responses: Numerous discussions took place during the
deliberative process of the P. C. C. regarding the options available to the United States for
those Haitians interdicted on the high seas. These included, but were not limited to:
- The US Coast Guard would let the boat people pass by (blink their eyes) and
some will make it to the United States, unfortunately, some will not survive. In
such a program, the U.S. Coast Guard estimates between 1/3 and 1/2 of the
people would be lost at sea.
- The Coast Guard will continue interdictions and I.N .S. will interview on board
the cutters with repatriation taking place for those screened-out. Screened-in
Haitians will transit to Guantanamo Bay and from there to the United States.
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- The Coast Guard will work with the U.S. Navy, using a "mother ship" concept
of bringing interdictees to larger ships where they will remain until I.N .S.
conducts the interview necessary to determine a "well founded fear of return."
- A large Navy aircraft carrier would be brought on line to establish the processing
operation on board, which would be fed by the Coast Guard and/or Naval vessels.
(This option, which was presented to I.N.S. as having been discussed at past
operational meetings, has in fact not been discussed with D.0.D. or J.T.F., and
both parties would have been and are opposed to it.
- The U.S. Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, would be used as a processing
facility for those persons interdicted by the Coast Guard where the I.N .S. would
process and make determinations using the "credible fear" standard.
The Department of Defense opposed all of these options, exclusive of the
A.M.1.0. program, because, in their opinion, it would place a major burden on the
military readiness, not only of the vessels but of the Naval Base at Guantanamo and the
impact that these actions would have upon the military operations to which the vessels
and base were already assigned. However, the decision was made by the Deputies
Committee, (invoking their higher authority than the P.C.C.) that Guantanamo Bay would
be used to house the migrants while they were being processed by I.N.S., D.O.D.,
P.H.S., and C.R.S.
GUANTANAMO BAY - NOVEMBER 1991, TO THE PRESENT:
Once the decision was reached by the Administration that the U.S. Naval Base at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (GTMO.), would be used to house and be the processing point
for the Haitian migrants interdicted on the high seas, the Deputies Committee (D.C.), on
the recommendation of the P.C.C., established a Joint Task Force to accomplish the task
(the D.C. dissolved the Task Force in June of 1992, when it was deemed no longer
necessary). Interagency liaison was critical to the project because, similar to the P.C.C.
deliberative process, there was a determined need to have each agency responsible for its
own Congressionally legislated responsibility; therefore, there was no one organization
in charge of the entire process. This organizational process created a series of problems
and a number of squabbles. A position that has found support in many quarters, is that
someone federal organization, agency or entity, must take the policy and program lead.
THE JOINT TASK FORCE (J.T.F.) was a military organization and was
responsible for the housing, maintenance, control within the camps and movement
of personnel into and out of the camps. The initial mission statement of the J. T. F.
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charged them with "providing humanitarian assistance." Subsequently, the
statement was amended and they were charged to work with the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, the Public Health Service, the Coast Guard, and the
Community Relations Service in order to accomplish the goals and objectives of
the project. The J.T.F. was not commanded with assisting D.O.T. or H.H.S.
THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE (l.N.S.) was
responsible for:
1) the determination of persons to be screened-in or screened-out (see attached for
explanation of the criteria distinguishing claims);
2) the processing of persons screened-in for entry into the United States;
3) the processing of employment authorization documents for those coming to the
United States;
4) the validity of the decision-making process and in conjunction with the J.T.F.,
the first data base for control of the camp population;
5) the final validation of manifests of persons for either movement to the United
States or repatriation back to Haiti;
6) the "well-founded fear of persecution" interview on persons determined to be
HIV+; the voluntary repatriation program; and for assisting the Immigration
Litigation Office of the Department of Justice on issues surrounding the litigation
currently pending that relates to the Haitian migrant issue; and
7) the inspection process for entry into the United States.
THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE (P.H.S.) was responsible for:
1) technical advice to D.O.D. on the admission and medical examinations of
persons determined by I.N.S. to be provisionally eligible to come into the United
States;
2) oversight of medical procedures as part of HIV testing, while the J.T.F., was
responsible for the health and well being of the individuals requiring treatment for
STD and TB, and documenting adequate treatment for STD and TB;
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3) while the J. T .F. drew blood, tested it, did physicals and x-rays, P .H.S.
coordinated all medical records of individuals related to exclusionary conditions,
but only for a limited period of time; and
4) oversight of the HIV+ affected population in conjunction with D. 0 .D.
THE COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE (C.R.S.) was responsible for:
1) interviewing migrants for development of sponsorship information for providing
placement and resettlement assistance to those approved by I.N .S. for entry into
the United States;
2) family reunification, reuniting screened-in relatives who were either separated
during the initial processing or who arrived at Guantanamo at different times;
3) generating flight manifests to transfer screened-in adults and accompanied
minors to the United States for family reunification, as well as resettlement and
sponsorship services; C.R.S. also transfers screened-in unaccompanied minors to
the United States to shelter care programs while waiting family reunification or
child welfare placement;
4) (in consultation with the I.N .S.) developing and implementing procedures and
programs . regarding the identification, processing, care and placement of
unaccompanied minors; and
5) providing conflict resolution services for the J.T.F., I.N.S. and P.H.S.
regarding identification and reduction of migrant camp concerns and tensions,
control of disturbances, facilitation of cross-cultural communication and the
reduction of community tension and conflict in those areas in the United States
heavily impacted by Haitian resettlement. C.R.S. also provides conflict resolution
for the HIV+ GTMO population.
There has always been a dynamic environment at Guantanamo Bay, which was
created by the very basis of the establishment of a Naval station in a country that is
hostile to the United States. It was evident that the intrusion of the processing and
holding operation, the migrants and staffs, created a situation that enhanced the difficulty
of the military operation. It is also obvious, that in the event of a reoccurrence of the
Haitian exodus and a need for the use of the Guantanamo base once again, though hard
pressed, the Navy (D.O.D.) would fully cooperate, if so tasked.
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A number of directly related and ancillary concerns have to be examined. They
are as follows:
- We recognize that the current infrastructure of the base at Guantanamo does not
have an infinite capacity to support excessive numbers of migrants over an
extended period of time. Indeed, we recognize that any camp or "safe haven"
holding center would have a limited population capability. Therefore, if the
potential flow exceeds the 12,500 that could currently be housed at Guantanamo
at one time, then either a second holding center would have to be found or the
infrastructure at Guantanamo expanded. We have been informed that a plan had
been developed by the military at Guantanamo to allow for the expansion and
development of facilities at GTMO to accommodate 50,000 people; however, in
discussion with GTMO military personnel, l.N .S. was informed that the plan could
actually be expanded to accommodate as many as 125,000 persons. After
development of the plan it was turned over to CINCLANT for further review. We
would anticipate that these plans will be presented to the P. C. C. and the D. C.
during upcoming operational and policy reviews.
- The military, at times, pushed to move the people (load the U.S.-bound planes
and move the ships for repatriation) faster than the other agencies were prepared
to implement proper processing and orderly resettlement.
- The housing for military personnel and l.N.S. staff interpreters often created
problems, particularly as the camp migrant, C.R.S., P.H.S., D.O.D. and l.N.S.
populations grew.
- The domestic adjudication processing of the Asylum Corps was severely
damaged as the U.S. G. determined that the Haitians would be processed under an
Because of the questionable
asylum pre-screening adjudication program.
conclusion that only trained asylum officers may perform this task, when in fact
any I.N.S. Officer could have performed this pre-screening process, adjudicators
from the U.S. Asylum Offices were removed for use in Guantanamo and as such
severely limited the ability of the domestic asylum operation to fulfill its mandate.
-The movement of screened-in Haitians to the United States was generally carried
out by 1.0.M. and D.O.D. aircraft. While the D.O.D. was able to provide more
flexibility in their scheduling, it was difficult to have 1.0.M. provide the flexibility
necessary to deal with this particular population movement, as they had to
rent/lease their planes and were subject to the availability of private commercial
craft.
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- Medical evacuation.was always a problem and the medical facilities on the base
could not always handle the health conditions (problems) of the migrants.
- Because we were not always able to screen or train interpreters during the hiring
process, their initial lack of knowledge of l.N .S. and Guantanamo procedures, at
times, became problematic. In most instances as the interpreter gained the
experience of interchange with l.N .S. adjudicators and supervisors they were able
to serve remarkably well.
GUANTANAMO BAY TODAY:
- There are 2 l.N.S. interpreters and 1 l.N.S. officer on duty at GTMO. In
addition, C.R.S. has 2 full-time and 1 half-time person contracted to provide
educational and recreational services for the HIV+ housed at GTMO.
- There will be no INS officer on duty during the period of December 18-January
4 (Christmas and New Year).
- There are currently 274 Haitians still living at Guantanamo, of whom 220 have
been diagnosed as HIV+. 6 of the Haitians have pending parole requests, 54 are
medically cleared and 53 are family members of an HIV+ infected party.

JUSTICE MANAGEMENT DIVISION QUESTIONS:
A series of questions were received from the Justice Management Division
regarding the Haitian situation, both past and current. Listed below are the questions and
our brief responses. Please be aware that some of the information in the responses may
have been stated in the preceding pages of this report:
Question 1. What is the total number of Haitians intercepted since October of
1991?
Based on the United States Coast Guard figures from October 29, 1991 to
December 16, 1992, the total number of Haitians interdicted was 40,131.
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Question 2. What is .the total number of those interviewed by I.N .S., who had
been intercepted by the Coast Guard?
The total number of Haitians interviewed by I.N.S. at Guantanamo Bay was
34,616. Following the May 24, 1992 Presidential Order to return all those rescued
at sea to Haiti, 5,515 were rescued and returned. Since the introduction of the
refugee processing program at Port-au-Prince, Haiti, I.N.S. officers have
interviewed 2,815 Haitians.
Question 3. Of those Haitians who had been interviewed during this interception
process, what is the number that were screened-in, or have viable claims of
asylum?
Of those interviewed at Guantanamo Bay, 10,736 were screened in to pursue an
asylum claim. Of those Haitians interviewed in Port-au-Prince, 315 were approved
for refugee status.
Question 4. What is the total number of Haitians transported to the United States
during this process?
There were 10,459 Haitians transported from Guantanamo Bay to the United States
and 93 Haitians were transported to the United States from Port-au-Prince
Question 5. What is the total number of Haitians repatriated to Haiti?
The total number of Haitians repatriated to Haiti was 27 ,586.
Question 6. What is the total number of Haitians resettled in the United States
during this period?
Based upon information provided by the Community Relations Service, there were
10,747 Haitians · resettled in the United States, including 440 unaccompanied
mmors.
Question 6A. For I.N.S., what is the amount spent to date for the Haitian
situation?
As of the October 10, 1992 FACS report, the Office of International Affairs
(HQIAO) had obligated $2,053,730 for the Haitian program, exclusive of I.N.S.
staff general payroll, which is estimated at $1,200,000, for an estimated cost to
HQIAO in excess of $3,250,000. These direct expenses along with all other
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Department of Justice specific "Haitian migrant program expenses" were funded
through a Congressionally approved reprogramming of the Exam Fee Account.
Question 7. What is the current number of Haitians in Guantanamo Bay and how
many are infected with HIV+?
There are 274 Haitian migrants currently in Guantanamo Bay, of which 220 are
infected with HIV+.
Question 7A. What is the number of Haitians registered for refugee interviews in
Port-au-Prince, Haiti?
Nearly 228 individuals remain registered for refugee interviews in Port-au-Prince.
3 individuals approved for refugee status have been identified as infected by the
HIV+ virus .
Question 8. What is the current number of l.N.S. TDY in Haiti and Guantanamo?
There currently are 4 l.N .S. officers in Port-au-Prince and 1 INS officer/2
interpreters at Guantanamo. The officers at Port-au-Prince are assigned to refugee
processing only and the officer in GTMO acts only to advise the military on
potential Asylum cases and to act administratively for any of the HIV+ cases
being housed at the base. Interpreters in Port-au-Prince are provided for each of
the interviews either by a VOLAG or by the Embassy itself, as is the case with all
overseas refugee processing. These interpreters are paid for by the R.P .. The
interpreters at GTMO are provided by the l.N .S ..
THE U.S. HAITIAN POPULATION AND POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL DOMESTIC
POLICY CONCERNS:
Journalists, writers, some human rights organizations and N.G.O. 's throughout the
nation have described the U.S. Haitian population as ranging from 750,000 to 1,000,000
people. The 1990 Census lists Haitian legal residents in the U.S. at 229,108, with the
following states having the largest share of this population;
New York
Florida
Massachusetts
New Jersey

88,266
84,183
19,080
15,961
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Connecticut
Illinois
California
Maryland

4,001
3,090
2,894
2,822

However, with 20,324 Haitian immigrants arriving in the United States in 1990,
47,527 in 1991, 2,600 in 1992 and 11,000 Haitians screened into the U.S. or
brought in as refugees, the number of legal Haitians currently in the United States
swells to more than 310,000. Recognizing that the 750,000-l,OOO,OOO figure would
be inclusive of illegal aliens and recognizing that the illegal' s would be drawn to
the areas in which their families or friends live, we can anticipate that a true
demographic study of each state would find Haitian populations multiplied by
Therefore, with the incoming Administration's election campaign
three.
pronouncements still being echoed by the Haitian community in the United States
and in Haiti, we can anticipate:
a. that the asylum offices in Newark, New Jersey, Miami, Florida and
Chicago, Illinois should receive a vast increase in the number of Haitian
applicants;
b. that Haitians entering the United States would seek to resettle in those
states where friends and family have already settled.
c. that these "receiving states" will incur massive financial expenditures in
health, education, housing and public assistance, that in the normal course
of events these pay-outs will not be reimbursed by the Federal Government.
Recognizing the difficulties these states are facing in dealing with normal
state obligations, these exigencies could be dealt with by instituting the
Department of Justice Immigration Emergency Fund (which was created for
just such a non-budgeted emergency).
This information moves the problem of the massive potential Haitian influx out of
the sole area of foreign policy and into a duel policy guiding entity involving both foreign
and domestic policy. The ·functioning Department of State P. C. C. 's had included the
Department of Heath and Human Services, however, this was limited to the P. C. C. 's
interest in the Public Health Service. We would recommend an expanded P.C.C. under
the auspices of the White House that would include current P.C.C. participants, and,
representatives of the directly effected states, Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Refugee Resettlement (O.R.R.), Department of Justice Community Relations
Service (C.R.S.), Immigration and Naturalization Service (1.N.S.), Department of
Education, the White House Domestic Policy Office, the Office of Management and
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Budget, and representatives of the National Association of States and the National
Association of Governors. There would be occasions when the non-federal
agencies/entities might have to be excluded for security reasons, however, these occasions
should be severely limited.
OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE OF HAITIAN PROCESSING:
President-elect Clinton has stated that he disagrees with current U.S.-Haitian
policy. He has asserted, both during the election campaign, in his booklet, "Putting
People First," and again at his November 12, 1992 press conference, that he will rescind
Bush Administration policies regarding the treatment of Haitian migrants. In particular,
the expectation, as described in the media, is that he will rescind the May 1992 Executive
Order calling for the return to Haiti of all Haitians rescued at sea, but leaving them the
option, along with all other Haitians, of applying for refugee status to the U.S. in Portau-Prince. In anticipation of a change in U.S. policy, Haitians are once again starting
to leave, and though the current numbers are not very large, reports from the media and
various intelligence agencies, indicate that many more people, perhaps numbering in the
hundreds of thousands, are preparing to leave Haiti. One report from D.0.D., speaks
of over 642 boats completed or in the process of being finished in areas close to Haiti's
shore line. Some press reports view the problem of Haiti and Haitian migration as one
of the incoming Clintori Administration's earliest controversial problems.
This problem is being exacerbated, as recent reports by some human rights
organizations are reporting testimony from refugee applicants, rather than from their own
eye witness accounts, as evidence that abuses and repression of the past months
continues. Though no one contends that some abuses are still occurring, as they had
occurred under the Aristide regime. Coupled with- these immediate problems are the
long-standing ones of the Haitian socio-economic underclass, such as; economic and
nutritional deprivation, lack of educational opportunities, inadequate sanitation and
medical care, HIV+ and AIDS infestation, poor housing, lack of industry /industrial
growth and the lack of opportunities for dignified employment. All of these Haitian
domestic problems are among the economic and structural "root causes" creating the flow
of migrants, and have been occurring, even during the most tolerant and beneficent of
leadership in Haiti, for decades.
To date, the Haitian migrant problem has been dealt with on a reactiveameliorative, rather than a preventive-soluble basis. Emphasis has been placed on relief
and resettlement instead of our being concerned with preventive approaches such as
focusing on the responsibility of regional organizations (i.e., 0 .A.S.), the regional private
sector and the country itself, to lead Haiti into the later part of the twentieth century.
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At this point I.N .S. cannot assume that the new Administration will return to the
policies of the status quo, enact the Clinton campaign pledge, or institute one of the
innovative initiatives that are being developed daily by N.G.O. 's, the U.N.H.C.R., and
any number of "think tanks." However, current Administration officials are concerned
that, if not prevented by a serious, publicly announced, Clinton initiative, at least 200,000
Haitians will set sail for the United States during the first weeks of the President-elect's
term in office.
In respect to the above, a series of policy and strategic considerations have to be
examined:
1. Will the Clinton Administration continue the decade long policy of rescue
(interdiction) of Haitians by the U.S. Coast Guard on the high seas?
lA. Will the Clinton Administration continue the bilateral agreement
permitting U.S. interdiction of Haitian vessels and repatriation of interdicted
Haitians?
2. Would the Clinton Administration rescind the May 1992 Executive Order and
address the migration effects of continuing problems inside Haiti by focusing on
the status quo of the 1981 Ronald Reagan Executive Order concerning interdiction
and repatriation after on-cutter screening?
2A. In rescinding the May 1992 Order, will President-elect Clinton
introduce a new policy directed primarily at resolving the many persistently
difficult "root causes" that foment disturbances in, and migration from,
Haiti, up to and perhaps including support for multilateral humanitarian
intervention?
3. Would any new Administration policy identify and offer legal protection 3A. Only to genuine asylum-seekers? This would occur after a full asylum
interview
in which some would qualify, based upon the findings of the adjudicator
who would be acting in accordance with the "well-founded fear" definition
of refugee in the 1951 Convention and the 1980 Refugee Act (Section
10l(a)(42) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (1.N.A.)?
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3B. To the many more who might qualify according to the reduced standard
of "credible fear of return," as determined in (l.N.S. policy guidance dated
November 22, 1991) the Bush Administration's asylum pre-screening
operation at GTM O?
3C. In the form of "safe haven" to a wider range of persons, up to and/or
including all migrants, according to the broader definition of "Temporary
Protected Status" (Section 224A(b)(l) of the INA)?
3D. In the form of an "international safe haven," in conjunction with the
United Nations, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees,
and/or the Organization of American States?
FURTHER PROGRAM OPTIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS:

1. If a determination is made to rescind the May 24, 1992 Executive Order, even

without also rescinding the 1981 formal bilateral interdiction agreement, a decision
would be needed on whether to allow the Coast Guard to continue search and
rescue missions (interdiction) of Haitian "boat people."

2. If interdiction, or, at least, "search and rescue programs" are not continued,
then many thousands of Haitians are put at risk of drowning after their sailing
vessels sink.
3. If interdiction is continued, then the Coast Guard must know beforehand where
the interdictees are to be off-loaded. Experience demonstrates that on-board living
conditions on cutters, for passengers, is not conducive for extended stays at sea.
4. If the U.S. Coast Guard interdiction of Haitians continues, the decision on
where to off-load will depend on the purpose of that sea action. If the purpose of
the interdiction is to rescue Haitians and then offer or provide "safe haven" (but
without screening, pre-screening or any consequent formal entry into the United
States and its asylum procedures; "provide them safe haven until democracy is
restored in Haiti"), then a decision is needed on where to locate that safe haven,
who will run it, and at whose expense. However, one must recognize that if the
United States acts unilaterally in making these decisions, then we shall be left to
bear the entire fiscal and human responsibility for the program and therefore for
the Haitians and for Haiti. If, on the other hand, we offer guidance and assistance
to the O.A.S. and the U.N.H.C.R. in this process and before the pending exodus,
we will have a greater opportunity to internationalize the problem. The program
options are:
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a. On United States soil, permit entry under an "expanded TPS (Temporary
Protective Status)."
b. On United States controlled territory (possibly an island off the coast of
Puerto Rico, provide a "safe haven").
c. At Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (run by the United States military or through
an inter-agency agreement, to be run by another agency or group of
agencies) provide either a holding and processing center or a safe haven.
d. On some "host" country soil, with the terms and responsibilities of the
"host" clearly defined and accepted both by the "host" and by the
international community. The agreement would have the "host' government
operating the in-country program (in cooperation with U.N.H.C.R., O.A.S.
and 1.0.M.), at the request of, and with reimbursement by, the international
community, and with international guarantees against the unwanted Haitians
being left there.
e. At an internationally-sanctioned "safe haven enclave" within Haiti itself.
This program would have to be instituted with the formal/informal
concurrence of the current Haitian regime and come under the operation
and protection of an international authority (or multiple authorities). In
addition, as previously stated, such a facility could have a marked "pull"
effect, unless a well publicized, concurrent program to markedly improve
the Haitian infra-structure was in place
5. If the purpose of the interdiction operation is to provide an opportunity for
United States and/or international "screening" or "pre-screening" of Haitian "boat
people," who claim to be:
a. real asylum-seekers; who would then be eligible for transfer to the U.S.
for further asylum consideration, only if pre-screened by a U.S. I.N.S.
Officer; or
b. bona fide refugees; (that have been screened and potential refugee status
determined for refugee resettlement in a receiving country) with this
screening being conducted by United Nations officers and/or in conjunction
with U.S. l.N.S. Refugee officers, then
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5A. A decision is needed to determine the location of this screening/pre-screening
activity;
a. On board U.S. Coast Guard cutters?
b. At Guantanamo Bay?
c. On U.S. soil, by housing the Haitians at vacant or under-utilized federal
facilities, many of which are listed and held by the G.S.A.?
d. On an island in the sun, or international holding center?
e. At the U.S. Embassy at Port-au-Prince? However, interest in the Haiti
program which currently exists could largely evaporate should the potential
for direct arrival in the United States become possible.
f. At an internationally established "safe haven-enclave" somewhere in
Haiti?
5B. a decision is needed on the legal standard to be used during the screening:
a. On the basis of the "well-founded fear" standard of the 1951 U.N.
Convention and the 1980 U.S. definition of refugee, under which only a
small percentage of those interviewed may actually qualify?
b. On the basis of the lower threshold "credible fear of return" standard,
under which approximately 35 % of interdicted Haitians were found eligible
at Guantanamo?
5C. A decision is needed on who would do the screening and/or pre-screening:

a. The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (U.N.H.C.R.)?
b. The United States Government, with the understanding that such an
action would make this a U.S. "owned" program? The question then
becomes, who within the U.S.G.?
A. Department of State Consular Officers (operating in the same
manner as refugee resettlement pre-screening is conducted in other
parts of the world)?
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B. I.N .S. Officers (not necessarily Asylum Officers)?
C. I.N.S. Trial Attorneys and Inspectors, trained and monitored by
the I.N.S. Asylum Program as A.P.S.O.s (Asylum Pre-Screening
Officers)? On April 20, 1992, I.N.S. Commissioner McNary issued
a directive concerning the extension of asylum pre-screening to
selected ports-of-entry and to asylum-seekers currently in detention.
In accordance with this directive, pilot training programs have been
instituted. To date, 35 attorneys and 20 inspectors have completed
the A.P.S.O. training, and though the program was not instituted for
the purpose of such activities as described in this paper, they would
be sufficiently well-prepared to conduct pre-screening interviews.
6. If international "burden sharing" is to occur within the context of refugee
processing, then U.N.H.C.R. will probably have to run the screening process,
comprising (but not limited to):
a. concurrence among all receiving countries, the U.N.H.C.R. and the
0.A.S., on the use of a "well founded fear" standard of the 1951 U.N.
Convention;
b. the involvement of the U.N.H.C.R. in:
A. The channeling of financial contributions provided to
U.N.H.C.R. for the asylum, asylum pre-screening, or refugee
resettlement processing through, host and receiving country officials,
B. Rapid screening and timely final decisions,
C. Concurrence among interested parties on early and safe
repatriation of the "screened-out,"
D. Location and establishment of processing on an "island in the
sun, and
II

E. Obtaining commitments from the government officials in the
region to permit admission of a defined share of refugees through a
process of dignified refugee resettlement, to include the U.S.G.
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The Honorable Robert Dole
Senate Hart - 141
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Dole:
The Tarrance Group is pleased to present the enclosed key
findings from our latest Battleground study of the national
electorate.
This most recent national study, conducted January 4-5, 1993,
is the latest in a series of joint nationwide surveys taken in
conjunction with the Democrat firm of Greenberg-Lake: The
Analysis Group -- Bill Clinton's polling firm. It is fitting
that the focus of this latest survey is the transition process
and
the
expectations
of voters
surrounding
the
new
administration.
Bill Clinton is entering the White House with the highest
approval rating of any President in modern history.
The
expectations
associated
with
his
administration
are
tremendous.
While the voters generally approve of the
appointments Bill Clinton has made, a majority (58%) feel that
he has already had to back away from some of the commitments
he made on the campaign trail.
Two-thirds of the voters remain frustrated with their
government, while another 21% are still angry. The focus on
the economy has waned l i ttle since the election. Voters still
are looking to Clinton to re-invigorate the economy. Voters
across the nation agree that the number one priority other
than the economy is health care.
There are many more insights into the voters availab l e through
this latest installment in our recurring Battleground polling
program. We hope that you find this data helpful as we enter
the 1994 election cycle.
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Battleground '94
Republican Strategic Analysis
This first survey of the 19931994 election cycle is not only a good
instrument to gauge the American
public's expectations of Bill Clinton in
his first one hundred days in the
White House, but will serve as a good
benchmark for the Clinton
presidency. As one might expect
from a survey conducted during the
height of the traditional "honeymoon" ·
period for an incoming president, the
data in this survey shows Bill Clinton
receiving very favorable reviews from
a cautiously optimistic, yet hopeful,
electorate.
Bill Clinton receives high marks
for his handling of the transition,
favorable reviews for his cabinet
selections, general consensus on his
being a "new" kind of Democrat, and
garnishes the highest favorable rating
of any incoming president in the
thirty years that there has been
inauguration month polling. (Of
course, when you find that Jimmy
Carter was the second highest on this
measurement with his favorable
rating in January of 1977, this last

measurement is certainly suspect as
a measurement of potential success.)
At the same time, an overwhelming majority of the voters see
Bill Clinton as "already backing away
from his campaign promises," and
give him very mediocre reviews for
his economic summit. As the voters
move from a period where they
respond to rhetoric into a phase
where they expect performance and
results, these types of measurements
will have a heavier impact on how
voters come to view Bill Clinton. For
now, however, voters are more than
willing to give Bill Clinton the benefit
of the doubt.
Simultaneously, George Bush
now registers his highest favorable
ratings and job approval ratings since
the end of the Gulf War. Now that
their decision making process is over,
and perhaps out of a sense of
fairness, voters have returned to their
once held view of George Bush as a
likeable person.

The Tarrance Group
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What should be disconcerting
for Republicans, however, is not the
strength of Bill Clinton's numbers,
but the stronger overall image of the
Democrat Party coming out of the
1992 elections. Bill Clinton not only
took steps during the election that
began a process of redefining the
Democrat Party, but his current
popularity is raising the tide of public
support for Democrats in Congress.
While Republicans may believe
that Bill Clinton is all talk and no
substance, and that the solutions he
will try to implement are flawed, we
have found that what Bill Clinton is
best at is blaming Republicans. If all
else fails, he will do just that! As the
loyal opposition, Republicans must
hold Bill Clinton to what he
repeatedly said this past presidential
election was all about, "time for the
blame and finger-pointing to end -and time for the solution to
problems, for change, to begin."

Bill Clinton

In the two months since the
election, Bill Clinton's favorable/
unfavorable rating has improved
from barely a one-to-one ratio on
election day to seventy-one percent

(71%) favorable/ twenty percent (20%)
unfavorable today.
This is the
highest favorable rating for any
president in recent history (from
surveys taken in the inaugural
month.) While Jimmy Carter was
somewhat comparable at 66%, Bill
Clinton's favorable rating runs 1015% higher than · most presidents
when taking office.
(As a sign of the cynical times
we live in, twenty percent (20%) of the
voters hold a negative view of Bill
Clinton, which is almost double the
negative rating usually seen at this
point.)
Bill Clinton's biggest success in
the campaign was labeling himself as
a different or "new" kind of
Democrat. Sixty-two percent of the
American public agree with this "new"
Democrat label in defining Bill
Clinton.
Bill Clinton's hard core political
base still runs strongest with voters
40-55 years of age, blacks, working
women, moderate/liberal Democrats,
lower educated voters, Catholics, blue
collar voters, voters from the West,
Central Plains, Midwest, and the
Northeast regions, and voters from
the urban areas.
Beyond the
traditional Democrat political base of
The Tarrance Group
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recent years, however, Bill Clinton has
made inroads with ticket-splitters,
conservative Democrats, young voters
(18-29), women at home, Baptists,
Southern voters, and voters in rural
areas. It is this second group of
voters, many of whom voted for
Ronald Reagan in the eighties, who
are key to the Republican Party
maintaining parity with the Democrat
Party in voter identification.
Bill Clinton also receives
generally high marks from the
American public on what they have
seen to date from Bill Clinton and his
transition team. Eighty-four percent
(84%) of the voters approve of the job
Bill Clinton has done with the
transition (45% strongly approve).
Voters also approve of Clinton's
cabinet appointments by sixty-nine
percent (69%), with sixty-three
percent (63%) feeling that the
appointments were from a "new
group of people" rather than
"insiders from the past". With all
three of these measurements, support
levels run well beyond Bill Clinton's
political base, even gaining majority
support from Republicans.
There are some black clouds on
the horizon for Bill Clinton, however.
Fifty-eight percent (58%) of the voters
said that the President-elect was

already backing away from his
campaign promises.
While this
sentiment among the voters has not
yet put a damper on their overall
feelings about Bill Clinton, they do
run stronger with the very same
voters who he has recently added to
his political base. The fact that a
majority of these voters felt that Bill
Clinton was lying about his past, in
the last week of the presidential
campaign, may establish a pattern for
these voters. And it is patterns in
politics that give issues or images
critical mass and meaning for voters.
President-elect Clinton's first
stab at officially addressing the
economy also received a lackluster
response from the electorate. Only
twenty percent (20%) of the nation's
voters felt that the economic summit
was extremely or very successful. A
majority (55%) of the voters said that
the summit was somewhat
successful. (In survey research the
equivalent of a big yawn!)
Given the fact that three out of
the last four presidents standing for
reelection over the last twenty years
were defeated, and how quickly
George Bush's historically high
approval rating dissipated last year, it
would be hard to imagine anyone in
the Clinton camp taking too much
The Tarrance Group
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comfort in high approval numbers at
this early stage of his presidency.
Even so, Bill Clinton does find himself
in a position to receive several
months of good will from the voters
and cooperation from the Congress.

The Economy

While the intensity of their
negative feelings have abated since
the election, voters still feel that the
country is going in the wrong
direction and that the nation is still in
a recession. Fifty-one percent (51%)
of the voters felt that the country was
going in the wrong direction, with
3 5% holding strongly negative
feelings.
More importantly, fifty
percent (50%) of the respondents said
that the country was still in a
recession, while forty-two percent
(42%) regard the country was coming
out of the recession and six percent
(6%) believe that we were already out.
These results hold both good
news and bad news for Bill Clinton.
The good news is that it allows him
to keep pressure on Congress to
follow his economic agenda and it
puts him in a better position to take
credit for any economic recovery that

may already be taking place. On the
other hand, it shows that the
American public, whose lack of
confidence in the economy played a
large part in prolonging the recession
over the last six months, may be very
slow in reacting to visible
improvements to the economy. In
fact, only thirty-one percent of the
voters presently feel that they will be
better off economically one year from
now -- fifty four percent (54%) feel
that they will be about the same.
Voters do seem willing to give
Bill Clinton a little more room to
maneuver on the economy than they
were for George Bush. While an
overwhelming majority of the
American public want the Presidentelect to direct his energy towards
economic issues, three quarters of
the voters are clearly willing to have
that effort put into long range efforts
rather than short term fixes.
Policies that voters thought
would help stimulate the economy in
the short term were raising the tax on
the wealthy, establishing education
programs, instituting a line-item veto,
and creating jobs through
transportation projects. For longer
term economic policies, voters put an
even greater emphasis on education
programs, then gravitated to an
The Tarrance Group
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overall emphasis of reducing the
deficit, stopping unfair trade, and the
balanced budget amendment.
On the economic front two
issues have taken a dramatic turn
with the American public. One issue
(middle-class tax cuts) now receives
less emphasis by the voters -- one
issue (deficit reduction) receives
greater emphasis.
One of the early issues in the
presidential campaign was giving
voters a "middle-class" tax cut. This
issue played a major strategic role in
the Clinton campaign last spring
through the Democratic convention in
their thematic definition of "Us"
(Clinton, Democrats, middle-class)
versus "Them"
(George Bush,
Republicans, rich).
In the Fall
campaign, however, Bill Clinton
backed away from middle-class tax
cuts, George Bush was cornered from
talking about tax cuts because of
breaking his no new taxes pledge, and
H. Ross Perot talked instead about
raising taxes through a gasoline tax.
As a result, middle-class tax cuts are
no longer a top-of-the-mind mention
for voters when discussing economic
reform. Knowing the deep-rooted
emotions voters hold on taxes, this
lack of emphasis does not mean that
voters would not respond very

favorably to a tax cut or conversely
quite negatively to a tax hike.
The economic issue that has
gained prominence in the voters'
economic agenda for the first time in
almost a decade is the federal deficit.
This is in large part a reflection of
Ross Perot's emphasis on the deficit
and is driven by those who voted for
Perot last November.
This concern by the voters
about the deficit will ultimately be
the best tool for Republicans to keep
pressure on Bill Clinton, and more
importantly, the Democrats in
Congress, from moving their "taxand-spend" policies into high gear. In
fact, while sixty-two percent (62%) of
the voters said that they support
Clinton's economic programs, voters
make note that if Clinton's programs
began to increase the deficit, support
would drop to thirty-four percent
(34%), and resistance would increase
to fifty-six percent (56%).

Other Issues on the Horizon
For almost a year and a half,
the state of the U.S. economy has
eclipsed all other concerns of voters.
As the economy improves,

The Tarrance Group
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"pocketbook" issues will play a more
diminished role in the voters' minds
and "lifestyle" or social issues will
become a greater concern. This is, of
course, barring some major
international crisis in which the
United States is inextricably involved.
Until recently the only issue to
surface beyond economic concerns
has been health care. Even health
care has proven to be more of an
economic concern than a quality or
access concern over the last year. As
the economy continues to improve,
Bill Clinton is most likely to gravitate
towards the issue of health care.
First, it is a very real problem that
will not just go away because the
economy improves. Second, health
care costs do pose a threat to any
long term economic recovery. Finally,
health care is a good transition into a
more "lifestyle" oriented issue
agenda. As we saw at Clinton's
economic summit, when a string of
good economic stories came out in
the days before the economic
summit, Clinton and his team were
quick to shift the bulk of the
discussion to health care.
On the other hand, health care
is an issue that the Republicans
should not be reluctant to make a
battleground issue over the next few

years. Bill Clinton's health care plan
is not well developed, using
oxymorons like "managed
competition" rather than sound
policy. Where Bill Clinton does have
detailed plans on health care, they
tend to be budget busters, which will
further aggravate the deficit issue.
Another issue that has recently
surfaced in the voters' agenda is
crime. In fact, crime has more than
doubled as a voter concern over the
last few months.
While crime
traditionally increases during a
recessionary period and then surfaces
as an issue when the economy
improves, crime mentions in this
study do appear to have a heavier
linkage to the drug issue than in past
studies.
Where this issue is important
for Republicans is as a domestic
issue, particularly since Republicans
have always been better at addressing
the issue of crime and have been
effective in using it to draw a
contrast with the "national"
Democrats. It was interesting to note
that the crime issue was almost nonexistent in the past presidential
campaign. This was in large part
because, like the no new taxes
pledge, George Bush was painted into
a corner by the Democrats raising the
The Tarrance Group
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Willie Horton/racial card.
Besides the economy and health care,
keep an eye on the crime/drugs issue,
for it is one that the Democrats have
not been competent in dealing with.
Unless Bill Clinton truly is a "new"
kind of Democrat, it is hard to believe
he will deal with this issue better
than other Democrats have in the
past.

Conclusions

Shortly after the election there
was a discussion held within the
news media about whether, with
receiving 43% of the votes cast, Bill
Clinton has a mandate from the
people. (And if so, was it a mandate
for change or a mandate for his
specific policies?) While this may be
an interesting conversation insidethe-beltway, the real issue will be
performance and results.
Republicans were able to
maintain control of the White House
throughout the eighties in large part
because they were seen by the voters
as the best managers of effective
government and best able to produce
a strong economy. All the current
hoopla aside (about the far right and

social issues), George Bush and the
Republicans lost the presidential
election because we were not able to
deliver an economic recovery by
election day that was steady enough
to overcome the voters' concerns
about their individual economic
situations.
As a result, Republicans gave
Bill Clinton and the Democrats the
opportunity to begin a process of
redefining themselves for presidential
politics. It would be foolish not to
acknowledge that Bill Clinton not
only won the presidency but in the
process made some progress in
redefining the Democrat Party. On
the other hand, it would be equally
foolish for the Democrats to feel that
advantages gained in defining their
image are now set in stone.
This data also proves that the
Republican Party remains a potent
force in the political process. We are
a much stronger party today than we
were twelve years ago, not because of
money or organization, but because
more people believe in the Republican
view of government than was the case
at that time.
What some partisan Democrats
tried to sell after the election was the
thought that the Republican Party is
The Tarrance Group
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out of ideas. Nothing could be
further from the truth. Infact, one of
the ironies that Republicans find
themselves in is that the success of
Bill Clinton may very well be based
on the passage of Republican ideas or
solutions to the economic and
political stagnation of the last two
years.
Solutions from capital gains
tax cuts to promote growth and

investment in America, to a
presidential line-item veto to rein in a
spendthrift Congress and runaway
deficits, are all Republican solutions.
Republican solutions that may very
well determine whether Bill Clinton
can take the necessary steps to be
successful in setting out on a road to
make some real changes, or become
mired in budgetary constraints and
congressional geopolitical self
interest.

Ed Goeas
President/CEO
The Tarrance Group
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Polit ical Envir onme nt
Mood of the Coun try
Voter s are becom ing more optim istic about the
direc tion of the coun try.
over one-t hird
(35%) of voter s see thing s heade d in the right
direc tion, up from 24% who felt this way last
Novem ber, and up from 12% who felt this way
last June. Desp ite the incre ased optim ism, a
majo rity of voter s conti nue to belie ve the
count ry is off on the wrong track (51%) .
Impo rtantl y,
the
perce ntage
of
voter s
belie ving the count ry is on the wrong track
has decli ned subs tanti ally since last June
when it stood at 80%, and from last Novem ber
when it stood at 66%.
Nega tive perce ption s of the cours e of the
natio n are decli ning acros s the coun try,
thoug h the feelin g has not quite reach ed
voter s in Calif ornia where fully 58% of the
elect orate belie ves the count ry is on the
wrong track .
The most optim istic voter s are those who voted
for Clint on ( 41% right direc tion, 46% wrong
track ), while those who voted for Bush are
more pessi misti c (55% wrong track ) and Perot
voter s are even more likel y to belie ve the
count ry is on the wrong track (57%) .
Afric an Amer ican voter s are among the most
pessi misti c
( 61%
wrong
track ) ,
as
are
Repu blican women (57%) , and Repu blican s under
45 years old (57%) .
Inter estin gly, voter s who ident ify a lifes tyle
probl em as their top conce rn are more likel y
to belie ve the count ry is going in the wrong
direc tion (58%) , than voter s who are worri ed
about the econo my (47%) .
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Perso nal Finan cial Situa tion One Year From Now
Amer ican voter s conti nue to pred ict a stagn ant
perso nal finan cial futur e.
A majo rity (54%)
feel that thing s will remai n the same in the
next year -- this is uncha nged from last June.
Only 12% think they will be worse off next
year than they are now. Final ly, there has
been a sligh t incre ase in the perce ntage of
voter s who feel they will be bette r off one
year from now (31%, up from 27%).
Young er voter s are the most optim istic that
their econo mic futur e will be brigh ter. The
most optim istic voter s are under 45 years old,
inclu ding voter s under 30 years old (48%) , 3039 year olds
(39%) ,
young er men
(43%) ,
Demo crats under 45 (41%) , ticke t-spl itter s
(42%) , and even young Repu blican s (38%) .
GREEllBERG-LAICE/TARRAllCE
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Clinton voters are more optimistic (35%) than
Bush (27%), or Perot voters (28%). Bush voters
are most likely to believe things will get
worse (19%).
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There is a high percentage of voters who
believe the country is coming out of the
recession (42%).
Still, half of the voters
(50%)
fear the country is still in the
recession.
Only 6% believe the country is
already out of the recession.
The voters who believe the country is coming
out of the recession are Bush voters (51%),
and Republicans (51%), especially Republicans
under 45 years old (52%).
•

Both Clinton and Perot voters firmly believe
the country is still in a recession ( 59%
each). This view is widespread across the
country, with voters in the Northeast ( 55%)
GREEllBERG-l.AICE/TARllAICE
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and West (56%) most often stating the country
is still in a recession.
•

Democrats (58%), ticket-splitters (59%), less
educated voters, and women, are the groups who
most firmly believe we are still in a
recession, specifically: older working women
(58%), African Americans (60%), men as well as
women without a college education ( 56%, and
62% respectively), and union households (56%).

CURRENT VIEW OF ECONOMY
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rece•aion
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•

Within the past two years, 24% have had a
member of their family lose a job, and 28%
have had a family member be with out heal th
insurance.

Number One Problem Facing the United States
•

Pocketbook issues continue to dominate as the
number one problem facing the country.
59%
view pocketbook issues as their greatest
GREEllBERG-1..AXE/TARRAllCE
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conce rn compa red to 27% for lifest yle issues .
Last June, only 48% cited pocke tbook issues ,
while 33% mentio ned lifest yle issues .
The econom y is the most freque ntly cited
respon se
(24%),
follow ed by unemp loymen t
(14%), and health care costs (8%). While the
percen tage citing unemp loymen t is up since
last Novem ber (up from 7%) , it has been fairly
low throug hout the recess ion, and has never
moved above 20%.
•

Econom ic conce rns are gener ally consi stent
across
subgro ups,
though voters
in the
Mount ain states are more likely to mentio n it
as their top conce rn (53%), and voter s in the
West are least likely to mentio n it (33%). The
West is the only region where lifest yle issues
domin ate voter s' conce rns (42%). This is
unusu al, as the West is the region most likely
to believ e the count ry is still in a recess ion
( 5 6%) .
Perot voters are more likely to mentio n the
econom y ( 46%) than Clinto n voter s ( 43%) or
Bush voters (33%).
When voters are asked what conce rns them
beside s the econom y, health care and health
insura nce are the most frequ ently mentio netl
(21%).
This is follow ed by crime and drugs
(19%), and educa tion (14%).
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Issues for President Clinton
Voters believe that creating jobs and getting
the economy moving is by far the most
important issue for the next President ( 63%
rate it as the first or second most important
problem for the President ).
The economy was
named as the number one problem by every
demograph ic subgroup.
A whopping 95% feel
that it is important (rating it 6 or higher on
a scale from 1 to 10) and six out of ten
voters see this as an extremely important
issue (61% give it the highest rating of 10).
Democrats are particula rly anxious to have
Clinton address economic concerns. Democrats
believe the economy is extremely important
(72%) , particula rly Democrati c women (75%),
Democrats over 45 years old (74%), and Clinton
voters (72%).
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Women
and
less
educa ted
voter s
also
demon strate seriou s conce rn over the econom y.
Two-t hirds (66%) of women, but only 55% of
men,
believ e
the
econom y
is
extrem ely
impor tant.
This
is espec ially true
for
Demo cratic women (75%), Indep enden t women
(72%), older workin g women (72%), and women
witho ut a colleg e educa tion (76%).
Voter s with less educa tion
about the econom y than more
voters witho ut a high schoo l
high schoo l gradu ates (71%),
colleg e (63%), and voters
degree ( 4 6 %) •

are more worrie d
educa ted voter s:
educa tion (76%) ,
voter s with some
with a colleg e

Afford able health care is the next most
impor tant conce rn ( 41% place it in the top
two), and a major ity give it the highe st
rating of 10, saying that it is extrem ely
impor tant (54%). Health care contin ues to be
a critic al worry for voter s. In fact, when
voters
think
about
what
is
perso nally
impor tant to them in terms of econom ic and
finan cial issues , 40% of voter s say that
cuttin g health care costs is more impor tant to
them perso nally than reduci ng the budge t
defic it (33%), or holdin g the line on taxes
( 2 6%) .
Cuttin g the cost of health care is more
impor tant than the defic it to nearly every
group of voter s, and no group of voter s chose
taxes as the issue that was most impor tant to
them perso nally. The few group s statin g that
the defic it is more impor tant than health care
includ e: Perot voters ( 4 point margi n over
health care) , Bush voters (7 point margi n over
health care) , voters who believ e the count ry
is alread y out of a recess ion ( 15 points ) ,
voters in Califo rnia (4 point s), colleg eeduca ted men (4 point s), and Repub lican men
(16 point s).
A major ity also believ e the drug and crime
proble m is extrem ely impor tant (54%), howev er
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it follows health care in voters' priorities
(25% in top two).
crime is an issue that · is particularly
important to voters in the South (61% rate it
as
extremely
important) ,
conservative
Democrats (64%), homemakers · over 45 years old
(67%), African Americans : (76%), Democratic
women (61%), women without a qollege education
(74%), and men without a college education
(65%). African American voters choose it as
their second most important issue after the
economy (46% in top two).
Rounding out the list of issues which the
President should address are:
reducing t~
federal
budget
( 45%
extremely
important
overall, 52% of Perot voters); reforming
government and ethics (38%, 48% of Perot
voters) ; and giving the middle class a tax cut
(33%, 34% of Perot voters).
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Long Term Soluti ons Rathe r Than Quick Fixes
Voter s are lookin g towar ds the future and they
want Clinto n and Congr ess to pass a long term
econom ic packag e to rebui ld the econom y and
jobs, and inves t in educa tion. A whopp ing 75%
consid er a long term packag e more desira ble
than a short term stimu lus (20%).
Long term option s diffe r from short term fixes
in voter s' minds .
Voter s believ e that job
traini ng and educa tion progra ms are the numbe r
one soluti on to stimu late the nation al econom y
in the long term (24%), though a small er 18%
think it is most impor tant in the short term.
•

In the long term, suppo rters of each of the
candi dates choose educa tion as the prima ry
soluti on (28% of Clinto n voter s, 24% of Perot
voter s, and 21% of Bush voter s), as do voters
from each party (28% of Democ rats, 25% of
ticke t splitt ers, and 19% of Repub licans ).

•

On fiscal matte rs, voter s also believ e that
reduci ng the federa l defic it (15%) and a
balanc ed budge t amend ment (10%) are good long
term soluti ons, while a line item veto (6%) is
not. Howev er, in the short term, voter s do
believ e a line item veto (12%) is impor tant
while reduci ng the defic it and a balanc ed
budge t amendm ent are not (7% each) .
Crack ing down on unfai r trade pract ices (12%)
is crucia l to any long term recov ery, though
fewer choose it as impor tant in the short term
( 8%) .
Voter s look to tax reform as impor tant in the
short term (32% choos e some type of tax
reform ), but less so in the long term (17%).
In fact, increa sing taxes on the wealth y was
chosen as a short term soluti on by more voters
than any other soluti on (19%). Only 8% chose
a middle class tax cut for the short term and
5% for the long term. Despi te Georg e Bush's
stress on the impor tance of a capita l gains
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tax cut,
it . was the least most popular
solution in both the short term (5%) and long
term (3%).
Creating more highway and transportation
projects (12%) is also seen a good short term
solution, but not a long term solution (9%).
For a short term solution, Democrats are most
attracted to education programs (24%), while
Republicans are most attracted to the line
item veto (16%). Both choose raising taxes on
the wealthy as their second short term
solution
(22%
of
Democrats,
14%
of
Republicans) .

WAYS TO STIMULATE ECONOMY
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The Line Item Veto
While a line item veto is low on the list of
solutions to economic problems, voters are
supportive of giving the President a line item
veto in order to help reduce the federal
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deficit. Only 8% believe there should not be
a line item veto.
The majority of voters
support a full line item veto which would
require Congress to have a two-thirds vote to
override the veto (57%), while 30% support a
1 imi ted 1 ine i tern veto which would require
only a simple majority vote in Congress to
override. Pluralities in every group support a
full line item veto.

BEST OPTION FOR LINE ITEM VETO
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No veto at all
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President-El ect Bill Clinton

Image Rating
President-el ect Bill Clinton is currently
enjoying a honeymoon with voters, a honeymoon
that is particularly fueled by his own
supporters. Nearly three-quarte rs (71%) hold
a favorable opinion of him (35% strongly
favorable) , while only 20% hold an unfavorable
opinion. This is an enormous leap since last
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August when his favorability rating stood at
54-32 percent, and is even a gain since his
November rating of 64-30%.
Clinton
receives
more
favorable
than
unfavorable
ratings
among
every
group,
including Republicans (47-43% favorable).

BILL CLINTON'S IMAGE: A TIME SERIES
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Nearly two-thirds (62%) see Clinton as a
different brand of Democrat,
while 29%
consider him a typical Democrat.
This image
has given a boost to the Democratic party,
with 68% thinking that it is a changing party
and only 24% seeing it as the same party of
the past.

•

Perot voters believe that Clinton is a
different kind of Democrat (68%), as do voters
who supported Reagan in one election (67%).
Fewer Perot voters view the Democrats as a
changing party (54%). Voters who supported
Reagan once firmly believe the party is
GREENBERG-1..AXE/TARRAllCE
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changing (76%). Voters who supported Reagan
twice are less likely to believe that Clinton
is different (50%) or that the party is
changing ( 54%) .
•

Even Republicans are split between believing
Clinton is a typical Democrat ( 46%) or a
different kind of Democrat (46%). Republicans
are even more likely to believe that the
Democratic Party is changing (50%) rather than
remaining the same as in the past (40%).

WHAT KIND OF CHANGE?

Typi c al Democrat

- Sam e party

Changing party

Different Democrat

Unsure

VIEW OF BILL CLINTON

BeiWesrouo4 NeUooal Study •6324-

Unsure

VIEW OF DEMOCRAT PARTY
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Voter Expectations

•

A plurality of voters (42%) believe Clinton
was elected to recognize the problems here at
home and get the job done. Fewer believe he
was elected because of his ability to bring
new ideas and policies to the federal
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governm ent
( 15%) .

(35%)

or to

shake up Washin gton

A majori ty of Clinton voters say he was
elected to fix problem s at home (54%), while
Perot voters are less likely to agree (39%),
and a plural ity of Bush voters believ e he was
elected for new policie s (34%).
Simila rly, a majori ty of voters (57%) believ e
that Bush lost the electio n becaus e of his
failure to recogn ize -the domest ic policy
problem s facing the countr y, especi ally the
econom y.
27% believ e he lost becaus e he was
unable to articu late the way in which his
admin istratio n would work to bring about a
change in the governm ent.
Democ rats, ticket splitte rs and Perot voters
believ e that Bush lost becaus e of his failure
to recogn ize the countr y's problem s (75%, 51%,
and 52% respec tively) , howeve r Republ icans are
split betwee n blamin g his failure to recogn ize
problem s (40%) and his failure to articu late a
plan for change (42%).
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EXPECTATIONS FROM THE ELECTION
WHY DID GEORGE BUSH LOSE?
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Job Approva l -- Transiti on and Appointm ents
_L

Voters give Clinton high marks for his job
performa nce during the transiti on. A whopping
84% approve of the job he has done handling
the transiti on period (45% strongly approve ),
while only 8% are dissatis fied.
Even 70% of
Bush voters and 80% of Perot voters approve of
the way Clinton is handling the transiti on.
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JOB APPROVAL COMPARISON

Approve
Approve
BU Sii PRESIDENTIAL
APPROVAL

CLINTON TRANSITION
APPROVAL

QZ7.CIZ8

Voter s are also suppo rtive of Clinton'~
appoin tment s.
over two-th irds (69%) approv e
of his Cabin et appoin tments (25% strong ly
appro ve), while only 16% expre ss disple asure .
This high appro val is consi stent across
group s, with even Repub licans (51%) approv ing
of
his
appoin tment s.
Clinto n
voters
overw helmin gly
approv e
of
Clint on's
appoin tments (86%, 46% strong ly), and Perot
voters gener ally agree (65%, 16% strong ly).
Voter s not only believ e that Clinto n is an
atypic al Democ rat, they believ e he has chosen
an atypic al Cabin et which is repre senta tive of
chang e.
Sixty -three perce nt see his Cabin et
as consi sting of people who repres ent a fresh
change from the past, while 23% say it
consi sts of the same Washi ngton inside rs as
past Cabin ets. Clinto n voters (77%) and a
major ity of Perot voters (54%) believ e his
GREEllBERG-LME/TARRAllCE
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Cabinet represents change, while only 11% of
Clinton voters and 30% of Perot voters believe
they are the same old insiders.
This view extends across groups,
though
African American voters (76-14%) and working
women (69-18%) are more likely to think this
cabinet represent s change, while men are
slightly less likely to agree
(59-27%),
especially Republica n men (48-41%).
CLINTON'S CABINET APPOINTMENTS

Approve/aornewhal

. -----1-.

In aiders from
lhe pul

A freeh change
from lhe paal
Un1ure

DO YOU APPROVE OF
CLINTON'S ANNOUNCED
CABINET APPOINTMENTS?

Unsure

TYPE OF APPOINTED
CABINET MEMBERS
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•

Voters were less enthusias tic about the
economic summit. The economic summit made a
favorable impression on voters, but not a
strong one. Only 20% saw it as extremely or
very successfu l . A majority of voters ( 5 5 %)
saw it as somewhat successfu l, and 12% felt it
wasn't at all successfu l. Even among Clinton
voters only 32% said the summit was extremely
or very successfu l.
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•

Nearly seven out of ten voters (69%) believe
Clinton will accomplish much of what he talked
about during the campaign, however only 13%
believe he will be able to accomplish "a lot"
of what he talked about. Twenty-eight percent
think he won't accomplish much at all.
Clinton voters are convinced he will be able
to accomplish a great deal (22% "a lot", 66%
"some"), while Perot voters are less sure (5%
"a 1 ot" , 5 3 % "some") , and Bush voters are
convinced he will not be able to do very much
at all (48%).

IMPACT OF CLINTON

A lot

Great difference

Some difference

- Not very much

t====r.:;;;'J'.== =jHOW MUCH WILL CLINTON
REALLY GET DONE?
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Not much at all
Unsure

LilUe difference
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HOW MUCH DIFFERENCE WILL
CLINTON MAKE ON ECONOMY?
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In fact, over half (58%) believe he has
already begun to back away from numerous
campaign commitments (22% strongly agree),
while 30% disagree with that notion.
Voters in the South central (68%) and Mountain
states (65%) more firmly agree with the notion
that
Clinton
has
backed
off
on
some
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commitmen ts. Republica ns (77%) and Bush voters
(80%) are the most likely to agree, but even
44% of Democrats and 43% of Clinton voters
believe this is true. Perot voters also
generally agree (58%).

CLINTON'S CAMPAIGN PROMISES
Bill Clinton hu already had lo back otr
of numerou1 commitment• lhal he made
during the course of the campaign.

~

_L

BalUecrouod NaUooat Study •6324
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Economic Expectatio ns
Voters (68%) believe that Clinton will be able
to make a differenc e in the economy, though
few believe he will be able to make a great
deal of differenc e (16%). Nearly a third (30%)
believe he will make little or no differenc e.
Democrats (85%), voters without a high school
degree (81%), and African American voters
(82%) are most optimisti c about the differenc e
Clinton will make on the economy. Voters in
the South Central states (52%), Republica ns
(47%), and Bush and Perot voters (44% and 59%)
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are the leas t optim istic
econo mic impa ct.

abou t

Clin ton's

From
what
vote rs
curr ently
know
abou t
Clin ton's econo mic progr am, they are willi ng
to give his progr ams a chan ce. Six out of ten
vote rs (62%) favo r Clin ton's prog rams (21%
stron gly favo r), only 16% are oppo sed.
Vote rs acro ss the coun try favo r Clin ton's
progr ams, thoug h vote rs in the Nort heas t are
most favo rable
(67%)
and vote rs in the
Moun tain state s are leas t favo rable (47% ). The
youn gest vote rs and the olde st vote rs are the
most favo rable to his progr ams: 67% of vote rs
unde r 30 year s old as well as 67% of voter~
over
75
year s
old.
The
trad ition ally:
Dem ocrat ic
grou ps
expr ess
the
most
satis facti on with his progr ams: Dem ocrat s
(79% ),
union
hous ehold s
(68% ),
Afric an
Amer icans (79% ), and vote rs with less than a
high scho ol educ ation (69% ). Vote rs who worr y
most abou t the econo my stron gly favo r his
progr ams (67% ), as do a majo rity of Pero t
vote rs
(55% ),
who tend to
be
defi cit
sens itive .
Altho ugh they are willi ng to give Clin ton the
bene fit of the doub t, vote rs are not willi ng
to supp ort his progr ams if it mean s an
incre ase in the budg et defi cit.
Over half
( 56%) are oppo sed to a progr am that woul d
incre ase the fede ral defi cit (38% stron gly
oppo sed).
Inte resti ngly , a third of the
vote rs (34%) woul d cont inue to favo r his
progr ams, even if they incre ased the defi cit.
The vote rs who woul d cont inue to favo r his
progr ams if they incre ased the defi cit cons ist
only of Demo crats (49-4 0% favo r) and Clin ton
vote rs (49-3 9% favo r).
All othe r vote rs shif t to oppo sitio n of his
progr ams if they woul d incre ase the defi cit.
The perc ent favo ring his progr ams drop s most
mark edly in the Midw est (-31 poin t drop in
favo rabi lity) , the West (-30) , amon g Dem ocrat s
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over 45 years old (-38), men over 45 years old
(-35), voters with less than a high school
education (-40), and union household s (-32).
Democrats drop by 30 points and ticket
splitters drop by 28 points. Clinton voters
drop markedly (-34) as do Perot voters (-27).

CLINTON'S ECONOMIC PROGRAM
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Vice-Pres ident-Ele ct Al Gore

Al Gore continues to be viewed favorably by
the voters.
Nearly two-third s (65%) have a
favorable opinion of him, while 22% are
unfavorab le towards him.
Gore's popularity is widesprea d, with his
ratings the highest in the Midwest (72-18%),
and lowest in the South Central states (5528%) and the West (58-28%). Working women rate
him much more favorably (72-14%), as do those
voters who believe he will take over an issue
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and make it . his
President (83%).

own

in

his

role

as

Vice

Voters do not believe Gore should act as vicepresidents have in the past.
A plurality
(37%) believe he will take over a major policy
function and make it his own, while an
additional third (33%) believe he will play
the role of liaison to Congress.
Only 26%
believe he will be a traditional Vice
President who represents the country in the
President's absence.

VICE PRESIDENT AL GORE

Know/ fnorable

Know/ unfavorable
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Know/no opinion
Never beard of
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President George Bush
President Bush's favorability rating has also
improved considerably since the election. Now
over half have a favorable opinion of him
(59%, 28% strongly favorable).
Just before
the
election
he
maintained
a
51-46%
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favorab ility rating, and last August
rating stood at a negative 43-49%.
•

his

A majority of nearly every subgroup now has a
favorab le view of Bush. Regiona lly, the South
Central and Mountain states are the most
favorab le (69% and 65% respect ively), while
Californ ia is the least favorab le (50%).
Men continue to rate Bush more favorab ly (62%)
than either homemak ers (58%) or working women
(53%). Republic ans are virtuall y unanimo us in
their approva l (91%) , while Democra ts rate him
32-65% unfavor able. Ticket- splitter s give Bush
a strong 59-37% rating. Perot voters generall y
like Bush (61-36%) .

GEORGE BUSH'S IMAGE: A TIME SERIES
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In
addition
to
an
increase
in
his
favorab ility, voters are also more willing to
approve of the job Bush is doing.
Over half
(57%) approve of his job perform ance, while
39% continue to disappro ve.
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GEORGE BUSH'S APPROVAL:

A TIME SERIES
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Ross Perot
Perot maintain s a fairly high opinion among
voters.
By
56-36% voters have a favorabl e
opinion of him.
However, nearly as many
voters hold strongly unfavora ble views (19%),
as hold strongly favorabl e views of him (21%).
The percenta ge of voters who hold a favorab le
view
of
Perot
is
consiste nt
with
the
percenta ge who viewed him favorabl y in June
1992 (53%) and just before the election (50%).
The percenta ge with an unfavor able view has
increase d dramati cally from June (19%), though
it is down slightly from its pre-elec tion
standing of 40%.
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His image is strongest in the West (66%
favorable)
and the Central Plains states
(62%). Younger voters are most attracted to
him, especially younger men (66%), and younger
Independe nts (66%). He also appeals to union
household s (62%).
This favorable opinion does not translate into
election day support. Nearly two-third s (64%)
of the electorat e would not consider voting
for Perot if the election were today, and
fully 51% feel strongly in their oppositio n.

IMAGE COMPARISON
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One-third (35%) would consider voting for
Perot. Again, his appeal is strongest among
younger men, and Independe nts, specifica lly:
men under 45 years old (49%), men without a
college education (43%), and Republica n and
Independe nt men (45% and 48%). Regionall y, his
support is strongest among voters in the
central Plains (41%).
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Party confid ence on Key Issues
With the excep tion of dealin g with foreig n
affair s and maint aining a strong nation al
defen se,
Presid ent-el ect Clinto n and the
Democ rats in Congr ess hold advan tages over the
Repub licans in Congr ess on every issue tested .
On issues that have recen tly been Repub lican
advan tages
(forei gn affair s and econom ic
issues ), Presid ent-el ect Clinto n maint ains
sligh tly larger advan tages over Repub licans if
he is tested witho ut menti oning ties to the
Democ rats in Congr ess, than if the Democ rats
in Congr ess are includ ed as well. The net
differ ence is most drama tic in "deali ng with
foreig n affair s", where Clinto n has a net 12
point disadv antage , while Clinto n and the
Democ rats in Congr ess hold a net 24 point
disadv antage . On issues unrela ted to foreig n
affair s and the econom y, the inclus ion of the
Democ rats in Congr ess does not signif icantl y
change Clinto n's lead over the Repub licans in
Congr ess.
Clinto n
has
signi fican t
advan tages
on
impro ving health care (55 point s), handli ng
unemp loymen t (53 point s), impro ving educa tion
and schoo ls
(46 point s),
protec ting the
enviro nment (44 point s), reform ing the welfa re
system (39 point s), keepin g Ameri ca prospe rous
(38 point s), cuttin g govern ment waste (30
points ) , reduci ng the federa l defic it (28
points ) , and in dealin g with the aborti on
issue (21 point s).
Clinto n has · sligh t advan tages on handl ing
foreig n trade issues (3 point s), and holdin g
down taxes (8 point s).
•

Repub licans in Congr ess maint ain their only
advan tage over Clinto n in dealin g with foreig n
affair s ( 12 points ) , and in maint aining a
strong nation al defen se (24 point s).
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BEST JOB ON THE ISSUES
BILL CLINTON/
CLINTON &. CONGRES S

GOP IN CONGRESS
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While Clinto n's margi ns over the Repub licans
in Congr ess are not direc tly compa rable with
his margin s over Georg e Bush on these same
issues , it is usefu l to note that Clinto n's
margi ns on these issues are far highe r than
his margin s were over Georg e Bush in June of
1992. For examp le, in June 1992 Clinto n held
an 18 point advan tage on handl ing unemp loymen t
and he now holds a 53 point advan tage on that
issue. On keepin g Ameri can prosp erous, his
advan tage has grown from 2 points to 38
point s.
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Impro ving Health Care
Clinto n

71

GOP in Congr ess

Clinto n/Con gress

70

16

GOP in Congr ess

14

Presid ent Clinto n
and the
Democ rats
in
Congr ess enjoy their greate st advan tage, 56
points , on one of the issues of great est
impor tance to voter s -- improv ing health care.
This is also the issue where Repub licans give
Clinto n his great est advan tage (54-29 %). Perot.
voters give Clinto n a whopp ing 70-15% lead on~
this issue.
Handl ing Unemp loymen t
Clinto n

71

GOP in Congr ess

Clinto n/Con gress

66

18

GOP in Congr ess

18

Voter s also give Presid ent Clinto n a whopp ing
53 point advan tage on anoth er critic al issue - handli ng unemp loymen t. Clinto n has improv ed
voter s' views of him on this issue -- last
June he held a small er 18 point margi n over
Bush on handli ng unemp loymen t.
Even a major ity of Repub licans (53-34 %) choose
Clinto n over the GOP in Congr ess, but that
margin narrow s when Clinto n is tied to the
Democ rats in Congr ess (44-35 %). Perot voters
choose Clinto n (68-20 %), but like Repub licans
that
margin
narrow s
somew hat
when
the
Democ rats in Congr ess are added (56-23 %).
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Impro ving Educa tion and Schoo ls
Clinto n

66

Clinto n/Con gress

GOP in Congr ess

65

20

GOP in Congr ess

17

Presid ent
Clinto n,
togeth er
with
the
Demo cratic Congr ess, have a 48 point advan tage
over the Repub licans on impro ving educa tion
and schoo ls.
Clinto n has a solid advan tage on this issue,
even among Repub licans (46-38 %). Perot voters
give him a strong lead (63-21 %).
Protec ting the Enviro nment
Clinto n

65

GOP in Congr ess

Clinto n/Con gress

64

21

GOP in Congr ess

18

Presid ent Clinto n and the Demo cratic Congr ess
have a 46 point advan tage over the Repub licans
on the issue of protec ting the enviro nment .
This issue is . where Clinto n holds one of his
great est margi ns among Repub lican voter s (5234%). Perot voter s also give him a strong
advan tage (64-23 %).
Reform ing the Welfa re System
Clinto n

62

GOP in Congr ess

Clinto n/Con gress

59

23

GOP in Congr ess

20

Voter s believ e that Clinto n and the Democ rats
in Congr ess will do a bette r job than the
Repub licans in Congr ess on reform ing the
welfa re system (39 point advan tage).
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Even Repu blican s split on this issue (42-4 2%),
and when congr ess is inclu ded, Clint on's
margi n incre ases among this group ( 41-36 %).
Clint on leads among Perot voter s (56-2 1%).
Keepi ng Amer ica Prosp erous
Clint on

62

GOP in Cong ress

Clint on/Co ngres s

55

24

GOP in Cong ress

24

•

Both Presi dent Clint on and the Demo cratic
Cong ress have a subs tanti al advan tage over the
Repu blican s on keepi ng Amer ica prosp erous (38
point s and 31 point s respe ctive ly).
This is
an enorm ous impro vemen t from the bare 2 point
advan tage Clint on held over Bush last June.
Excep t among Repu blica ns, where the GOP wins
this issue (51-3 3%), Clint on is seen by all
group s as bette r able to keep the count ry
prosp erous .
Perot
voter s
stron gly
favor
Clint on alone (65-1 9%), but less so when tied
to the Demo crats in Cong ress (46-2 1%).

Cutti ng Gover nment Waste
Clint on

55

GOP in Cong ress

Clint on/Co ngres s

51

25

GOP in Cong ress

21

Voter s belie ve that Clint on and the Demo crats
in Cong ress will do a bette r job than the
Repu blican s in Cong ress on cutti ng gover nmen t
waste (30 point advan tage) .
When congr ess is inclu ded in this measu re,
Clint on's margi n among men drops from 53-29%
to 46-23 %. Perot voter s choos e Clint on (4627%), but are less enthu siast ic when he is
linke d to Cong ress (36-2 3%).
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Reduc ing the Feder al Budge t pefic it
Clint on

53

GOP in congr ess

Clint on/Co ngres s

46

25

GOP in Cong ress

27

•

Presi dent- elect Clint on has a
28
point
advan tage over the Repu blican s in Cong ress on
the issue of reduc ing the feder al budge t
defic it.
When the Demo cratic Cong ress is
inclu ded, the advan tage drops down to 19
point s.
Other than Repu blican s and Bush voter s who
chose the GOP in Cong ress over Clint on (44-33 %
and 44-31% ) , every other group belie ve that
Clint on will do a bette r job. Perot voter s
choos e Clint on (42-2 9%), thoug h 30% choos e
neith er Clint on nor the GOP.

Deali ng with the Abor tion Issue
Clint on

51

GOP in Cong ress

Clint on/Co ngres s

49

30

GOP in .cong ress

28

Both Presi dent Clint on and the Demo crats in
Cong ress main tain a 21 point advan tage over
the Repu blican s in Cong ress on the issue of
abort ion.
•

Colle ge educa ted women are the group most
stron gly in suppo rt of Clint on on this issue
(60-2 4%), thoug h most group s side with him.
The
GOP has
the
advan tage
only
among
Cons ervat ives (44-3 8%), Repu blican s (44-3 9%),
Bush voter s (51-3 2%), and Fund amen talist s (4241%). Perot voter s side with Clint on and the
Demo crats in congr ess
(45-25 %)
and more
narro wly with Clint on alone (46-3 0%).
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Hold ing Down Taxe s
Clin ton

45

GOP in Cong ress

Clint on/C ongr ess

37

43

GOP in Cong ress

41

Pres iden t
Clin ton hold s
an
eigh t poin t
adva ntage over the Repu blica ns on hold ing down
taxe s.
Howe ver,
when the Dem ocrat s in
Cong ress are inclu ded the adva ntage drop s to
two poin ts. This issue repr esen ts a chall enge
for Clin ton, as his curr ent marg in is not much
diffe rent from the 2 poin t disad vant age he had
in June of 1992 .
Men give the Repu blica ns the marg in on this
issue ( 46-39 %) whil e home make rs and work ing
women choo se Clin ton (52-2 5% and 51-32 %).
Pero t
vote rs
spli t
(39-3 9%)
unti l
the
Demo crats in Cong ress are adde d (30-5 3% choo se
GOP) .
Hand ling Fore ign Trad e Issue s
Clin ton

45

GOP in Cong ress

Clint on/C ongr ess

43

42

GOP in Cong ress

40

Both
Pres iden t-ele ct
Clin ton
and
the
Dem ocrat ic Cong ress main tain a slig ht three
poin t adva ntage over the Repu blica ns in
deal ing with forei gn trade issue s. In June of
1992 , Clin ton was at a 38 poin t disad vant age
to Bush on this issue .
Demo crats choo se Clin ton over the GOP (62-2 8%)
whil e Repu blica ns choo se the GOP over Clin ton
(63-2 4%). Tick et-sp litte rs choo se Clin ton by a
47-33 % marg in. Pero t vote rs choo se Clin ton
stand ing alon e (42-3 7%), but not when tied to
the Demo crats in Cong ress (41-4 3% choo se the
GOP) . Unio n hous ehold s spli t 45-46 %, unti l the
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Dem ocra ts in Cong ress are adde d whic h impr oves
Clin ton' s marg in (47-3 3%).
Deal ing with Fore ign Affa irs
Clin ton

38

GOP in Cong ress

Clin ton/ Con gres s

50

GOP in Cong ress

3o
54

Repu blica ns in Cong ress are seen as able to do
a bett er job deal ing with fore ign affa
irs.
They hold a 12 poin t adva ntag e over Pres iden
telec t Clin ton and a 24 poin t adva ntag e over
Clin ton and the Dem ocra tic Con gres s. Stil
l rr
this repr esen ts an impr ovem ent for Clinton~
from June of 1992 , when he had a 58 poin
t
disa dvan tage to Bush .
Whil e most othe r grou ps give the Repu blica
the adva ntag e on this issu e, Dem ocra ts choons
se
Clin ton
over
the
GOP
by
52-3 6%,
and
Clin ton/ Con gres s over the GOP by 51-3 2%. Unio
n
hous ehol ds choo se Clin ton (50-4 3%), but not
when he is link ed with Cong ress (30-5 4%).
Pero t vote rs
choo se the Repu blica ns
in
Cong ress over Clin ton (54-3 8%).
Mai ntain ing a Stro ng Nati onal Defe nse
Clin ton

32

GOP in cong ress

56

Clin ton/ Con gres s

31

GOP in Cong ress

56

Repu blica ns in Cong ress get thei r high est vote
of
conf iden ce
for main taini ng
a
stro ng
nati onal defe nse, ·hol ding a 25 poin t adva ntag
e
over both Pres iden t-ele ct Clin ton and the
Dem ocra tic Con gres s. Agai n, this repr esen ts
a
gain
for
Clin ton
from
his
56
poin t
disa dvan tage to Bush in June of 1992 .
Dem ocra ts choo se Clin ton/ Con gres s over the GOP
(53-3 3%), but only narr owly choo se Clin ton
GREEllBERG-LAICE/TARRAllCE
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alone
( 48-40%) .
Perot
voters
Republicans in Congress by 60-27%.

choose

The congress

Congress continues to have an image problem
despite the election of a large freshmen
class.
The congressional job disapproval
stands at 72% (50% strongly disapprove). This
is marginally better than its 77% disapproval
rating last June. Only 21% say they approve of
the way congress is handling its job, up from
18%.
Two thirds or more of voters in every region
disapprove of the job Congress is doing.
Republicans and Perot voters disapprove most
strongly (81% and 84%), though even 64% of
Democrats disapprove of the Democraticallycontrolled Congress.

CONGRESSIONAL JOB APPROVAL:
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As of now, voters are inclined to support the
Democratic candidate for Congress from their
district over the Republican by 52% to 37%.
This is up from just before the election when
Democrats held a 44-37% lead. 29% say they
will definitely support the Democrat, while
only 19% are definite Republican supporters.
Democrats maintain a strong advantage in the
Central Plains (22 point margin), the West (19
points) ,
the
Midwest
( 18
points) ,
the
Northeast (15 points), the South (15 points),
and the parties split in the Mountain states
(2 point GOP advantage) and the South Central
states (1 point GOP advantage).
82% of Republicans would support the generic
Republican congressional candidate, while 90%
of Democrats would support the Democratic
candidate.
Ticket-splitters
favor
the
Democrat
over
the
Republican
(43-27%).
Outside of Republican identifiers and Perot
voters (45-40%), the Democratic candidate has
the advantage in every group.

.,
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Voter s conti nue to feel frust rated (69%) and
angry (21%) at the way gover nmen t works in
Wash ington , DC. Few (8%) are conte nt. Clint on
and Bush voter s are also frust rated (68% and
71%), while Perot voter s tend to be more angry
than most voter s (29%) .

•

Parti ally due to this frust ratio n, voter s
stron gly favor term limit s.
Most voter s
belie ve that Cong ress shoul d pass a feder al
term limit law to apply to all state s so that
indiv idual
state s
are
not
put
at
a
disad vanta ge (60%) .
A third of the voter s
(33%) belie ve that indiv idual state s shoul d be
able to limit the terms of their own elect ed ..
offic ials wheth er it place s their own state at
a disad vanta ge or not.
Voter s are sligh tly less likel y to suppo rt
feder al term limit s when they feel that this
issue has been handl ed by the state s.
When
inform ed that 175 memb ers now opera te under
term limit s, suppo rt for a feder al solut ion
drops (-8 point s).
Supp ort for feder al term limit s is sweep ing
and has majo rity suppo rt in every regio n, and
among
men
and
women ,
Demo crats
and
Repu blican s, and among Clint on, Bush and Perot
voter s.
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SllfA'l'OR OOLB SCllEDQLE -- JANQARY 14-1 8, 1993

ThUracSay, .zanu ary 14
5:30 PM

Lv. Wash ingto n Nati onal
AIRC RAFT ;

ADM Falco n

TAIL NO.:

N 944 AD

MEAL SERV ICE:
8100 PM

Sand wich es

Ar. Ft. Laud erdal e, FL
Jet Cent er
305/3 59-32 00

MET BY:
RON:

seavi ew driv er

Seav iew

305/8 66-44 41

FridAY· Janu arv 15, and Satu rday . Janu azy 16
PRIVATE

Sun40y. Janu ary 17
8:05 AM or
8:35 AM

(TENTATIVE)

LIVE - SUNDAY TODAY SHOW
Pres s off ice stil l work inq on this -- will prob ably

be at the Seav iew
10:30 AM

7:00 PM
8:00 PM

LIVE - CNN NEWSMAlCER SUNDAY
At eith er CNN Bure au or the seav iew.
If not the Seav iew, CNN will send a car
COCKTAILS -

Dwayne Andr eas suite

SPEAK - DINNER -

ADM BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Main Dinin g Room - Seav iew
AT EVENING DINNER
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PAGE TWO
llonda,y, January 18
1115 PM

2:00 PM
2115 PM

(Approximate) departure from Seaview
Ar. Ft. Lauderdale

Jet Center

Lv. Ft. Lauderdale
MANIFEST:

Senator Dole

Mra. Dole

Ambassador Strauss

(others -- plane is

4:45 PM

fu~l)

Ar. Washington National
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TO:
FR:

Senator Dole
Kerry

RE:

Meeting with ADM Board of Directors
January 18, 1993

*You will be meeting with approximately 40 ADM executives
and directors.
*Through his assistant, Mr. Andreas has requested that you
speak informally about your thoughts on the incoming Clinton
Administration and the Congressional economic and legislative
agenda. He also would like you to touch upon agriculture issues,
but said that you should not talk about ethanol.

~~~~~~No

prepared remarks necessary

~~~~~~Prepare

~~~~~~Have

talking points

Bret prepare memo on agriculture issues
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January 14, 1993
Senator Dole -For your Kansas press conference today and the ADM meeting
this weekend:
-- The Russians are now near $200 million in arrears on
payments under the credit guarantee program.
-- They did pay about $10 million to the French this week
who then announced more sales. The EC is also expected to
announce a credit package for Russia next week.
-- The Paris Club debt rescheduling has been delayed again
because of the dispute between Ukraine and Russia over the
division of the former USSR's assets and debts.
-- Madigan said this week he was confident the Russians
would repay the US debt but didn't say why or when.
One of the Washington representatives of the wheat
growers was circulating an interesting idea this week: allowing
private companies to buy all or part of the Russian debt which
could then be used to get access to Russian commodities such as
oil, gas, minerals, timber, etc.
The same person also suggested possible debt for
In
environment swaps such as the US has done in Latin America.
and
debt
Russian
purchase
this case, environmental groups could
then forgive it in exchange for Russia doing environmental
cleanup, setting aside land for nature preserves or some other
good deed.
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January 14, 1993
TO:

SENATOR DOLE

FROM:

BRET FOX

SUBJECT:

BRIEFING POINTS FOR MONDAY MEETING WITH ADM BOARD

AFTER VISITING WITH MARTIN SORKIN TODAY, FOLLOWING ARE A
NUMBER OF KEY ISSUES THAT THE BOARD MAY WISH TO DISCUSS WITH YOU
AND HEAR YOUR VIEWS ON:
YOUR REACTION TO THE ESPY NOMINATION. ALMOST EVERYONE IS
UPBEAT ABOUT ESPY, ALTHOUGH A NUMBER HAVE EXPRESSED CONCERN
ABOUT HOW MUCH HE REALLY KNOWS ABOUT AGRICULTURE.
NATIONAL POLITICS.
CAMPAIGN.

LESSONS FROM THE 1992 PRESIDENTIAL

LOW COMMODITY PRICES, ESPECIALLY FOR CORN AND SOYBEANS. KEY
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS ARE THE SIZE OF THE 1992 CROP AND THE
RUSSIAN CREDIT SITUATION. BECAUSE OF THE PRICE SITUATION,
USDA HAS REVISED ESTIMATED OUTLAYS FOR 1992 CROPS (ALL
CROPS) FROM $9-10 BILLION TO $17 BILLION. A LOT OF PEOPLE
ARE TRYING TO THINK OF NEW WAYS TO MOVE SOME OF THE SURPLUS,
EITHER THROUGH DONATIONS OF FEED GRADE GRAIN OR SIMPLY
BOOSTED SALES AND DONATIONS THROUGH PL-480.
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES. BASICALLY, WE'RE GOING TO HAVE TO DIG
IN AND FIGHT AGAINST SOME OF THE MORE EXTREME MEASURES THAT
ARE LIKELY TO BE ADVANCED. THERE ARE A NUMBER OF SOUTHERN
DEMOCRATS WHO WILL BE IMPORTANT ALLIES -- HEFLIN, BOREN AND
PRYOR TOP THE LIST.
RUSSIAN CREDITS. WORD IS THAT THE G-7 GROUP MAY BE ON THE
VERGE OF OFFERING $15 BILLION TO ALLOW RUSSIA TO GET UP TO
DATE ON MOST OF THEIR EXISTING DEBT -- IT SHOULD BE ASSUMED
THAT THEY WILL PAY US FIRST.
NAMES IN THE RUMOR MILL FOR KEY USDA SLOTS. FOR DEPUTY
SECRETARY, THE ODDS-ON FAVORITE IS GENE MOOS, FORMERLY WITH
SPEAKER FOLEY. FOR THE UNDER SECRETARY SLOT -- IN ESSENCE
THE THIRD LEVEL IN THE POWER STRUCTURE -- SOME NAMES INCLUDE
STEVE McCOY, NAEGA; FORMER REP. HUCKABY; SCOTT SCHEER,
FORMER DIXON STAFFER.
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This overall mixed assessment obscures some stark differences when various population
groups are looked at separately. By a margin of 67% to 14% more Blacks feel that "people like
yourself" will gain rather than lose influence. The margin for Hispanics is 54% to 9%, while
white respondents are divided 41 % to 23%. Women (46% gain to 20% lose) were about as
likely as men (40% to 24%) to see possible benefits of the change in administration for people
like themselves . Finally , Democrats were far more likely to feel people like themselves would
gain (63 %) rather than lose (9 %) power. Conversely, more Republicans felt people like them
would lose (38 %) rather than gain (22 %) power with the change from the Bush to Clinton
administration.
Media Performance
The press was given a better rating for its coverage of Somalia than for coverage of other
major news stories this month, d.<?spite press controversies associa!ed with coverage of the
landings. Thirty percent rated coverage of Somalia as excellent and only 21 % gave the
coverage negative ratings . All other stories this month received higher negative ratings (28%)

and lower excellent ratings (21 %) .
It is not unusual for a breaking news story, especially one involving U.S. troops to get better
coverage than less action driven stories. However, the rating of Somalia's coverage was less
positive than public evaluations of news coverage of other recent military actions. Compared
to the 30% who rated Somalia coverage as excellent, 38% rated coverage of the Invasion of
Panama as excellent (Jan '90), and 40% rated coverage of the War in the Gulf as excellent (Jan
'91).
Relatively lower ratings may in part reflect the view that the story was initially overcovered.
Two out of three Times Mirror respondents reported that they watched live coverage of the
Marine landings in Mogadishu and 62 % of these viewers thought there was too much coverage
of the event. Few Americans who are critical of the overcoverage of the landing fault the
military (19%); most (67%) blame the press.
As it has been since the Gulf War, CNN got better ratings from the public than the broadcast
news units for covering the news lately. Eighty-three percent of Times Mirror respondents said
they relied on television for news about national and international news, 52 % newspapers, 17 %
radio and 5 % magazines. Looked at another way, 43 % of Times Mirror's respondents said they
relied both on a print source and on tv for their national and international news, 40% said they
relied on tv exclusively, and 14% said they relied on a print source only. As has been shown
consistently in previous Times Mirror surveys, people who rely on television exclusively score
consistently lower on news quiz questions than those who use some print source. (See Table on
page 9) .
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ERNEST F. HOLLIN GS
SOUTH CA ROLINA

CCM MITiCES:

COM MER CE. SC IEN CE. AN O
TRAN SPORT ATI ON; CHAIRMAN

OFFICES:

A PPROPRl .t.TION S

1635 ASSEMBLY STP. HT
COLUMB IA. SC 25:' 0 1
803-765-5731

~nited ~tares ~mate

10 3 fE DEP.Al 8U IUH ~G
SPARTANBURG, SC 2s:: o 1
803-585-37 0 2

125 RUSSELL OFF ICE BUILDING
WASH INGTON, DC 20510
202-224-6, 2,

126 FEDERAL BU ILDING
GM£NVI L1.E, SC 2 9 603
803-233-5368
112 CUSTOM HOUSE
2 00 EAST SAY STR HT
CHJJILESTON, SC 2 9 <01

January 12, 1993

803-72~525

Co"".Mc,.c E. JusT1ce. STATE ANO
TH E JUO ICI ARY; CH AI RMAN

DEFENSE
l> SOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SER VICES,
EDUC ATION

ENER GY ANO W AHR 0 £V ELOPM ENT
INTERIOR
BUDGET
INTELLIGWCE
DE M OCRAT IC POLICY COMMITTEE
OFFICE OF TEC HNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
N ATI ONAL OCEAN POLICY STUDY

233 FEDERAL BUii.DiNG
FLORENCE. SC 295 0 3
803-682-8135

The President of the United States
The White House
20500
Washingto n, D.C.
Dear Mr. President :
We are deeply disturbed to learn that, in these closing
days of your administr ation, your negotiato rs are rushing
pell-mell _to conclude a Uruguay Round Agreement , and in the
process are offering new concessio ns that should not and need
not be made.

--~----------

_.-;
The draft text of the agreement -- the so-called "Dunkel
text'' -- is grossly flawed in a number of i mportant
First, by weakening dumping and counterva iling
respects.
duty laws, the draft agreement restricts U.S. industry' s
Second, tho u gh
ability to redress unfair trade practices .
one of the negotiati on's ostensibl e goals is to strengthe n
protectio n of intellectu al property rights, this draft
Th ird , the proposed new
agre ement does nothing of the kind.
s an unprecede nted
represent
multilate ral trade organizat ion
our ability
threat?ns
and
ty
ceding of our national sovereign
Fourth,
301.
Sect.Lon
under
measures
to take unilatera l trade
($42
1992
in
imports
textile
of
volume
despite a record
billion), your negotiato rs have agreed to eliminati on of the
Multi Fiber Arrangeme nt, which would directly threaten 1.8
million U.S. textile jobs. Finally, in the rush to conclude
an agreement by the artificia l January 15 deadline, our
negotiato rs will have to agree to dramatic tariff reduction s
that would significa ntly worsen the U.S. trade deficit.

There is no question that the imperativ e of concludin g
an agreement by Jan. 15 has given significa nt leverage to our
negoti a ting partners which they will use to win extraordi nary
concessio ns -- concessio ns that will do grav e harm to working
.men and women in the United States. We urge yo u to order
your negotiato rs to cease this headlong rush, which is both
·
ill-advise d and ill-timed .
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Sincerely,

ERNEST F. HOLLINGS
United States Senator

Senator

~

HOWELL HEFLIN
United States

.

·-

''";•

.:

:

...

.·:-

-···:· ·
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TRENT LOTT
SECRETARY

ilnittd

DAVE HOPPE
STAFF DIRECTOR

~tatts ~matt

SENATE REPUBLICAN CONFERENCE

SR-487
WASHINGTON, DC 20510-7062
(202) 224-3496

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

January 12, 1993
The Honorable Robert Dole
141 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Bob:
Enclosed please find the schedule and information grid on
the Clinton Cabinet and Administration nominations.
I have put
this information together for your convenience and hope that you
will find it helpful.
Included on the document is each Cabinet nominee's scheduled
hearing date, the name of the Republican Committee staffer
handling the nomination for each ranking member and his/her phone
number, as well as other pertinent information.
Feel free to contact Dave Hoppe in my leadership off ice if
you need any further information.

Best regards,

Trent Lott
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revised: 1/12193

CLINTON NOMINATIONS
Meet
Cmte.
Mbrs.

Nominee

Hearing
Date

Uoyd Bentsen, Treasuiy Secretaiy

1/12193

Roger Altman, Depy. Secy.,
Treasuiy

1/18 . . .

some

Laura Tyson, Council Econ. Adv.

1/21/93

some

Leon Panetta, Director, OMB

1/11-12

Alice Rivlin, Depy. Director, OMB

1/13/93

Robert Reich, Labor Secretaiy

1/7/93

Ron Brown, Commerce Secretaiy

1/6/93

Heniy Cisneros, HUD Secretaiy

1/12/am

Jesse Brown, Vet Affairs Secy.

1/7/93

Hershel Gobler, Depy. Secy.,
Veterans Affairs

1/22/93

Donna Shalala, HHS Secretaiy

1/14-15

x

Dev.

Dev.

some

Carolyn Browner, EPA

1/11/am

x

x

x

some

Richard Riley, Education Secretaty

1/12/am

Dev.

Hazel O'Leaiy, Energy Secretaiy

1/19/am

x

x

most

Warren Christopher, Secy. of State

1/13-14

Dev.

Dev.

some

Les Aspin, Defense Secretaiy

1/7/93

x

x

Federico Pena, Trans. Secretaiy

1/7-13

x

x

x
x

x
x

Zoe Baird, Attorney General

1/19/93

Dev.

Dev.

some

FBI

Cmte.
Quest

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
Dev.

x

Written
Quest.

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

some

x
x
x
x
some

x

All
Paper

x

x

Generic
Quest.

Pol
Q's

Precedent
Questions

Lobby
Regis.
Forms

Committee
Staff

Phone

working on

x

Lindy Paull

4-4641

x

x

working on

x

Lindy Paull

4-4641

x

H. Mcnell

4-1575

Frank Polk

4-2627

Frank Polk

4-2627

Sue Hattan

4-6770

K Dempsey

4-8170

M. Kinsella

4-8344

T. Roberts

4-4487

T. Roberts

4-4487

Ed Mihalski

4-5315

S. Shimberg

4-7854

Sue Hattan

4-6770

G.Ellsworth

4-7141

James Nance

4-3941

Duke Short

4-7723

Alan Maness

4-4852

Sharon Prost

4-7703

working on

prepared

no

prepared

no

prepared

working on

x

x

x

working on

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

GAO
Bkgd

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

some

RNC
Bkgd

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Clinton
Promises

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

no

no

prepared

x
x
x
x
x
x

prepared

x

prepared

x
x
x

prepared
prepared
prepared
prepared

x

x
x
x
Aetna
legis.
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Nominee

Hearing
Date

Lloyd Bentsen, Treasury Secretary

1/12/93

M. Albright, U.N. Ambassador

Meet
Cmte.
Mbrs.

FBI

Cmte.
Quest

x

x

x

some

1/21/93

Dev.

Dev.

Bruce Babbitt, Interior Secretary

1/21/pm

x

Mike Espy, Agriculture Secretary

1/14/am

Dev.

Mickey Kantor, U.S. Trade Rep.

1/19/am

Written
Quest

All
Paper

x

Generic
Quest

Pol
Q's

x

x

some

x

x

x

most

Dev.

some

x
x

x
x

begin

x

x

Precedent
Questions

Ointon
Promises

RNC
Bkgd

GAO
Bkgd

Lobby
Regis.
Forms

x

working on
prepared
working on

working on

prepared

x
x

x

x

x

Committee
Staff

Phone

Lindy Paull

4-4641

James Nance

4-3941

G. Ellsworth

4-7141

C. Conner

4-0005

Brad Figel

4-5315

Sue Hattan

4-6770

James Nance

4-3941

Jim Woolsey, CIA Director
Joccyln Elders, Surgeon General
Qifton Wharton, Depy. Secy, State

1/22/93

Dev.

Dev.

some

x

x

working on

prepared

x

. . . -- denotes "week of"
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Bos

DOLE

UNITED STATES SENATE

December 4, 1992

Dear John,
Thank you for breakfast on Thursday.
was good to see you.

It

I enjoyed reading the comprehensive
analysis and look forward to reading Dick's
analysis when it is finished.
Best wishes for the holidays.

es Senate
Mr. John c. Camp
Camp Barsh & Tate
Suite 275
2550 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20037-1396
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POSSIBLE STRATEGIES FOR COPING WITH THE
JAPANESE FINANCIAL CRISIS
A Presentation to
The Association of Retired Intelligence Officers
Washington, DC
December 7, 1992
By Ambassador Richard McCormack*
INTRODUCTION
I'm delighted to be here with you today to talk about some aspects
of the disturbing Japanese economic situation.
Obviously in speaking about US-Japan economic relations we could
discuss many things. We could talk about Japan's interaction with
each of its major trading partners going back many years and how
this history influences current decision makers.
We could talk
about Japan's partly mercantilist ic trade policy,
and the
implications of this.
We could talk about past examples of
industrial targeting, and its consequences .
We could talk about
the
facts
and
myths
of
"Japan
Inc.",
the
interlocking
business/gove rnment decision making process and how it reflects the
power of money in Japanese politics. We could talk about the steps
by which Japan emerged from the wreckage of 1945 to become the
world's second greatest economy.
I'm quite willing during the questioning period to entertain
questions about any of these aspects.
But today, because of the
urgency of the topic, I am going to address Japan's on going
financial crisis, the potential implications of this crisis and
what might be done to resolve this extremely dangerous situation.
Since I am speaking to a group of Americans who have served in our
various intelligence s services, I am going to begin by sharing with
you a very relevant piece of personal history involving Japan's
financial crisis.
When I became the US Ambassador to the organization of American
States in 1985, Secretary Shultz authorized me to review on a daily
basis the full portfolio of intelligence information that was
available to the Department of State world wide.
Thus, for four years I reviewed, almost every day, the massive flow
of information generated by you and your colleagues, and gradually
*Richard McCormack, former Under Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs is currently Director of Internationa l Economics at
the Washington firm of camp, Barsh and Tate.
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built up a degree of intellectual capital on a rather wide range of
issues and situations.
From time to time, while reading through this mountain of material,
I detected bits of isolated information on Japanese financial
markets that unsettled me.
Gradually the bits and pieces
accumulated and I realized that what I was seeing was a duplicate
of overheated financial conditions that existed in the United
States during the late 1920's. But it was never pulled together.
There were just these isolated bits of disturbing information:
steady massive increases in the money supply, super booming stock
and
land
price
market
conditions,
infinitesima l
stock
price/earning s ratios, domestic and overseas investments on terms
that often seemed to make no sense, housewives and taxi drivers
involved in feverish stock market speculation, etc. etc. To a PhD.
historian knowledgeabl e about the 1920's, these things impacted on
me like chalk screeching across a black board.
Later when President Bush appointed me as Under Secretary of State
for Economic Affairs, I began to look more closely into Japanese
financial markets.
When most of the State Department's Japan
analysts didn't appear troubled about Japan's financial situation,
I visited other parts of the US Government with important
responsibili ties in the area of internationa l finance, outlined my
concerns, and asked each agency to examine the potential for a
disastrous crash of the Japanese stock market. When none of these
institutions , after review, registered much concern, I grew
alarmed.
To make a long story short, at the end of the first formal session
of the US-Japan Structural Impediment Discussions in Tokyo in 1989,
I added a final personal post script to the meeting by describing
what I feared was about to happen to Japanese financial markets.
I outlined the parallels in Japan to the conditions prevailing in
US financial markets in the 1920's and suggested to the Japanese
that they carefully consider measures to let the air out of the
bubble, before the markets themselves did it in a way that would
not only brutalize them but also endanger the interlocking
financial system of the entire world.
You could have heard a pin drop in that room when I finished my
presentation . No one said a word.
The following day, I made a similar presentation off the record in
the living room of the American Ambassador in Tokyo to a group of
Japan's leading financial writers.
To conclude the story, the moment the Japanese elections were past,
the Central Bank of Japan reduced monetary expansion from its
explosive pace, and within a matter of months, a trillion dollars
disappeared from the Japanese stock market.
Some months later,
another trillion dollars similarly vaporized.
To put this in to
2
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perspective, 2 trillion dollars represents two-thirds of Japan's
entire Gross National Product for one year.
Had nothing been said to the Japanese about this problem, and had
the bubble been allowed to develop for another year or two, the
eventual consequences for the Japanese financial system, and for
others' as well, could have been truly catastrophic .
So, as one former member of the American team to a group from
another part of this same team, let me express my public thanks to
you. Your information enabled me to disregard the bland assurances
of the entire American governmental financial establishmen t and
move ahead alone to warn of this impending crisis.

THE DIMENSIONS OF JAPAN'S CURRENT FINANCIAL CRISIS
The statement last fall by Japanese Finance Minister, Tsutomu Hata,
that his nation faced the gravest financial crisis since the end of
the Second World War was initially ignored by most observers
abroad.
During a subsequent visit to Tokyo, Alan Greenspan
repeated Ha ta' s warning.
This alarm deserves attention and
respect, particularly given the uncertain global economic context
in which the Japanese financial problems co-exist.
The scale of the Japanese asset devaluation during the past two
years has been staggering.
Having lost more than 2 trillion
dollars from its peak, the Japanese stock market may not yet have
found a sound bottom, if still anemic price/earning s ratios are
relevant.
According to recently published estimates by private
economists, land values have also collapsed by as much as 40-50% in
many places during this same period.
An earlier estimate by The
Economist magazine suggested that general land price declines of
this magnitude would wipe out as much as 9 trillion dollars of
paper assets.
Considering that land prices at the height of Japan's late 1980's
financial bubble reached a collective putative value several times
greater than that of the vast continental United States with all of
its farms, mines and riches, such astronomic land prices were
clearly unsustainabl e, as no conceivable rent value could ever
justify their inf lated nominal value over the long term.
Furthermore, much of the value of Japanese land was an artificial
product, fueled by monetary policy excesses and sustained by zoning
arrangements and tax practices which had the effect of producing a
ratchet like upward movement on land prices.
A related problem came from the fact that immense loans were taken
out with these specious land and stock values as collateral and
spent on domestic and internationa l investments of various kinds,
some sound, some very unsound, but all of which now must be
3
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refinanced in a much more severe financial environment.
According to recent published reports, as much as 3 trillion
dollars were invested by Japan in the past five years in new and
upgraded manufacturing and industrial capacity of all kinds. This
is equal to the full annual G.N.P. of Japan.
At its peak it was
like adding the production capacity equivalent to that of France
each year to the world economy. This was financed partly by land
based loans and warrants, loans tied to stock prices which
temporarily gave Japanese manufacturers virtually interest free
capital, but which, in a declining stock market, now must be
refinanced on straight commercial market rates, and be repaid with
interest, ultimately by sales of products from the new industrial
capacity.
Some observers called this earlier financial apparatus a gigantic
PAC-man and felt it was of sinister design.
Others said that it
was merely a good thing that got out of hand, with nobody around to
take away the punch bowl when the party started to get exciting.
But what ever the case, the party is now clearly over, leaving
behind an overall situation of massive asset deflation, outstanding
un-collateralized bad loans, and titanic new industrial production
capacity. This has produced a number of very complicated economic
and political problems for Japan and her trading partners.
1.

The vast new Japanese industrial capacity in everything from
autos to semi conductors, if fully deployed on the world
market, will tend to displace existing manufacturing capacity
elsewhere in a global economy characterized by anemic growth.
This means problems for American,
European and other
competitors which do not have such super modern facilities or
governments' deep pockets to help them survive the period of
excess capacity and recession.

2.

The need to sell products to keep workers occupied and service
debts is causing Japan's exports to increase dramatically
along with complaints about dumping.
Japan's trade surplus
this year will exceed 120 billion dollars.
Next year's
surplus is projected to reach nearly 160 billion and continue
at this rate for years. Moreover, the multi-trillion dollar
asset deflation in Japan combined with other factors is
shrinking the domestic Japanese market further, eliminating
the so-called "wealth effect" on Japanese consumers and
putting additional pressure on manufacturers to export
products as well as potential unemployment.

3.

This process will tend to dry up profits from otherwise
healthy companies, as everybody struggles to hold onto markets
under attack. This will be true not just internally in Japan
or in advanced countries where there are sophisticated
mechanisms for monitoring dumping, but also in Third World
4
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markets where countries are only interested in price.
4.

These and related trade tensions will add baggage to the
Uruguay Round negotiations now underway and put stress on
existing open trade arrangements in various OECD countries
including the United States.

5.

This cycle of industrial over capacity, trade tensions,
collapse of profits, squeeze on creditors and decline in stock
markets, complicated by a belatedly conservative monetary
policy is exactly what some 1930' s economists, including
Kondratieff, identified as contributory causes of periodic
depressions.

6.

The profit squeeze is already well advanced in Japan and its
impact is also being felt elsewhere, particularly by companies
and regions dependent on important supplier relationship s with
Japanese firms. In places such as Taiwan, the profit squeeze
by Japanese component suppliers has been excruciating .

7.

Lining up the multi-trillio n dollar paper losses registered in
Japan against the announced 89 billion dollar stimulation
package, which itself contains more than a bit of hyperbole,
it is clear the impact of the latter will be mainly
psychologica l and temporary, unless supplemented by major
additional elements. Thus far, augmenting measures have been
largely regulatory in nature, allowing banks to reduce their
dividends and to conceal their actual portfolio and loan
losses through March of 1993. This allowed banks to refrain
from dumping their stock holdings onto an already massively
depressed market.
This had a modest, though possibly
temporary stabilizing ef feet on a market which had been
anticipating fire sales of stocks by banks.
The measures taken thus far, however, have not dealt with the
fundamental problem of declining profits of individual
Japanese firms and the immense losses that have impacted the
financial industry, individual investors and the collective
demand level of the Japanese economy as a whole.
The vast
asset deflation,
flagging domestic demand
and
rising
protectionis t political sentiment world wide, present economic
planners in Japan and elsewhere with excruciating problems.

8.

The global economic context of the Japanese financial trauma
contributes to its potential danger and complicates the
crisis.
The United States is only now emerging from a
recession. The former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe are in
deep economic depression and confusion.
In Western Europe,
the one-for-one mark conversion and certain other aspects of
the German reunification process are now being re-evaluated
and currency markets through out Europe have been in turmoil.
None of this augers well for the short and medium term
5
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economic growth that could produce a larger pie in which
Japan's new industrial capacity could fit more comfortably.
9.

Looking again at the Japanese situation, one thinks about the
differences between a recession and a depression. A recession
is generally caused by excess inventory in warehouses. A year
or so generally suffices to liquidate an inventory induced
recession.
Depressions, by contrast, generally are characterized by
excess investment and structural overcapacity.
Once built,
factories and buildings don't just disappear, even if demand
flags. Instead, they over hang markets for years, depressing
profits and economic activity.
Japan's economy has been importantly sustained in recent years
by an extremely high level of capital goods investment:
the
building, expansion, and modernization of factories and
commercial real estate.
Given the saturated conditions of
these markets, it is obvious that this formerly powerful
engine of growth in Japan is stalled.
It is not clear where
this gap will be filled in the Japanese economy in the year or
two ahead.

10.

But the most obvious stress point today in the Japanese
economic situation is their banking structure.
Some years
ago, the Bank for International Settlements imposed a capital
adequacy requirement for all major banks in the system,
including the big Japanese banks, to begin in 1993.
Over the protests of the governor of the Bank of England, the
Japanese Banks were permitted to use 45% of the value of their
stock holding as part of the formula for bank reserve capital.
By now, of course, these stock values have collapsed to the
point where the do not provide much of a capital cushion to
Japanese banks. Should financial markets decline further, as
it is quite possible, some Japanese banks may be compelled by
capital adequacy standards to reduce their loan base still
further, or to jeopardize confidence in the soundness of these
institutions by asking for a postponement of the 1993
deadline.

11.

Faced with this problem, the Japanese Finance Ministry appears
to have been conducting a campaign to talk up the stock
market. Part of this appears to be an arm twisting effort to
encourage still heathy financial institutions to pour money
into the stock market in an attempt to stabilize it at
critical moments.
During the past two years of this market's long decline, those
Japanese and foreigners who threw billions of dollars into
6
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this market saw much of their capital disappear, as one price
"floor level" after another collapsed.
In the absence of
solid
price
earnings
ratios
that
are
competitive
internationa lly, for the Finance Ministry to press liquid
institutions to throw more cash into the stock market may
prove to be an exercise in futility.
12.

Nor are Japan's big banks the only problem area. The second
and third tier banks, the land banks and other provincial
banks, are even more desperately extended into bad loans.
Even Japan's overseas branch banks are in some cases badly
over extended in real estate loans that were incurred by
misguided attempts to gain market share in already over heated
property markets in london, California,
New York and
elsewhere.
In this environment, Japanese bank savers are
losing confidence in the private banking structure as a whole
and are withdrawing hundreds of billions of dollars from these
commercial banks and insurance companies in favor of the
Government guaranteed Postal Savings system, which has now
amassed 1.3 trillion dollars of deposits. The flight to the
postal savings banks has triggered large demonstratio ns at the
Ministry of Finance by employees of private banks and
insurance companies organized by their distressed superiors,
to try to get the Government to discourage the flow of
deposits out of the private institutions .
Estimates of the total amount of bad debt in the Japanese
system vary wildly, from the government's estimate of 12.5
trillion yen, which no one else appears to accept as
definitive, to five or ten times that amount which is
calculated by different private economists.
Fleeing
depositors are acting in the belief that the government has
either grossly miscalculated the problem or is not being fully
candid.

DILEMMAS NOW FACING JAPANESE ECONOMIC PLANNERS
It is clear that Japanese economic planners are faced with a series
of fundamental dilemmas as they struggle to get the stalled
Japanese economic growth machine back into motion, and avoid a
further collapse of the Japanese financial structure.
The problem is that Japan does not face a single crisis. It faces
three crises simultaneous ly, the solutions to which appear, on the
surface, mutually contradictory . There is of course, the financial
crisis, about which this paper is centered.
But there is also a
trade policy crisis intensified by Japan's mounting trade
surpluses. Finally, there is a growing political crisis in Japan,
as the ruling Liberal Democratic Party begins to fracture under the
7
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strains of revealed corruption, policy failure, and popular
disenchantment.
None of these crises can be ignored, since they
all have independent dynamics driving them forward. Unfortunately
looked at in isolation some measures which would ease one of the
crises, would worsen or complicate the other two.
Even within
individual crises there are wheels within wheels which complicate
the solution to any of them.
Policy paralysis has resulted from
this situation as one dilemma after another surfaces.
What are
these dilemmas?
1.

The classic export drives organized by Japanese companies and
MIT! to seek outlets for surplus production are beginning to
encounter stiff resistance abroad since, it appears to many to
be a zero-sum game in the current global industrial shake out
now unfolding amidst widespread recession.
Fairly or not, increasingly foreigners are beginning to tell
the Japanese:
"Why should we close our factories and create
additional unemployment, which costs us a lot of money in
unemployment insurance and benefits merely because you have
expanded your production base beyond the limits of prudence?"
Yet, all known Japanese plans for coping with the financial
crisis call for massive sustained increases in Japan's already
large trade surplus with its trading partners.

2.

Japan is also taking unprecedented steps to guard sectors of
its internal market from what it views as unfair competition
from imports. Japan recently instituted formal anti-dumping
procedures against certain Chinese exports.
Should GATT succeed in ending effective national anti-dumping
statutes, the Japanese may not be able to stop such Chinese
dumping in the future.

3.

If Japan fails to open its domestic market further, the
Uruguay Round will surely fail and additional restrictions on
Japanese exports seem inevitable.
But, if Japanese markets
are further opened, it means more competition in the domestic
market at a time when there is over capacity in many Japanese
industries and weakness in others.
Similarly, if the Japanese allow greater competition in
domestic markets, Japanese companies will not be able to
charge the 40-60% mark-ups in prices which are customary over
similar Japanese made goods sold in the United States and
elsewhere. This means that the Japanese profit squeeze, which
is already savage in competitive markets abroad, will also be
savage domestically in an economy where market share, not
profits, has always been the supreme good. (On the assumption
that a dominate position in a market would eventually allow
profits to rise dramatically.)
8
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But, if the Japanese don't allow more price competition in the
domestic market, Japanese voters, who today travel and shop
abroad, will have even more cause to grumble about the fact
that Japan seems rich, while the Japanese people seem poor, by
comparison to Americans and Europeans, adding more tension to
the mounting political strains in the country.
(Domestic
purchasing power disparities rgener~ between the yen and
other OECD countries' currencies
statistics on
international comparative living standards and other data as
well.)

hel~isleading

4.

If
the Japanese government does
not
free up zoning
restrictions imposed on such things as rice farms in Tokyo and
other urban areas to permit more and cheaper residential
construction, and change the tax system to allow greater
buying and selling of land, the ordinary people will not have
affordable housing, couples in super cramped conditions will
not produce children, and Japan's political and demographic
crises will intensify with long term negative consequences.
On the other hand, if the Japanese Government does free up
land prices to provide for higher living standards for
ordinary Japanese, this will intensify the present banking
crisis, which is in part caused by under collateralized loans
and earlier rampant land speculation by borrowers.

5.

Interest rates pose similar dilemmas, with domestic and
international considerations, and short term and long term
effects seemingly pulling in the opposite directions.
Consider: Present high interest rates in Japan have already
contributed to the fact that Japanese monetary growth has
slowed down to practically zero.
This translates into a no
growth situation for the economy at large, which will not
change until the money supply expands again.
But high interest rates help keep nervous or calculating
depositors from pulling their money out of Japanese banks, and
prevent an international run on the Yen.
A run on the Yen
would further cheapen Japanese exports, and intensify the
trade policy crisis.
Lower short term interest rates could also trigger higher long
term interest rates.
Although this latter consideration is
not as serious as the other interest rate dilemmas, it all
fits into an environment where choices are not easy or simple.

6.

The dilemmas extend to potential reforms of Japan's corrupt
political system, which shares blame for the current economic
crisis.
9
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Today, the LDP is controlled by monied interests which dictate many
key decisions of the Japanese Government.
This means that the
Government operates in the interests of those monied producer and
financial groups.
This is increasingly known and resented by
ordinary Japanese citizens.
But, too much power to the monied interests in Japan have helped
cause the present crisis of over investment and over capacity. Too
little power by the consumer indirectly reduces the net demand of
the Japanese economy as a whole, causing it to be too dependent
upon overseas consumers.
Were the leaders of the LDP., in an effort to regain public
confidence, to split their party into what could be described as
relatively more pro-producer or pro-consumer parties, Japan would
become a much more complicated political system. Japan would then
become, in effect, a normal western democracy.
Naturally those now in power on stage and behind the scenes wish to
continue to control as much of the economy as they can, believing
that such control is not only in their interest but also in the
national interest.
However, it requires only a heavy foot, determination and limited
skills to bring a car up to 60 miles per/hour.
To move that
vehicle up to 120 miles per/hour and to operate it at such speeds
successfully over time requires a completely different kind of
steering system.
It is not clear that Japan's complex economy of
today can be effectively controlled by the present steering
arrangement without it ending up wrapped around a tree on the
dangerous curves ahead. However, to change the guidance system in
the middle of a race is not an easy or risk free proposition.
Nevertheless it appears to many that what is called for is an
environment of classical orthodox economics, complete transparency
in the financial system, a truly free market allowed to do its
thing in allocating resources, and then count on the collective
genius of the Japanese people to move the nation to its next level
of development.
None of this is likely to happen in sufficient
scale unless unprecedented reform of the political system occurs.
No one should for a moment underestimate the problems posed by this
crisis to the LDP.
In the first place many of the strong old
leaders of the party have been so undermined by scandals that they
seem no longer able to operate as leaders in getting others to
accept painful but necessary policy changes.
Many of the next generation of LDP leaders appear to be more
focused on internal political jockeying than in addressing the
causes and cures of Japan's financial crisis.
Since

power

in

the

Japanese

system as

it

is

now

constituted
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involves lining up the financial support of powerful behind the
scenes economic interests, it is hard to find anybody in the
political leadership group that is prepared to jeopardize his
future position by antagonizing this or that interest group.
Another problem flows from the fact that this crisis is so
staggeringly complex and interrelated, that there are not more than
a tiny handful of Japanese leaders capable of grasping all the
elements of the problem, much less priori ti zing matters, and
brokering the painful tradeoffs to forge a workable solution.
For a system which prides itself on consensus, the dilemmas
inherent in the current trade and financial crises represent a
nightmare.
It is hard to believe that the Japanese alone will find a solution
to this problem without the old deus ex machina that historically
has broken the deadlock in Japan's paralyzed decision making
system:
"Gaiatsu", foreign pressure.
Obviously however, foreigners can not simply tell the barons of the
LOP that one party rule has ended its usefulness.
But as the
Japanese crises intensify, as I believe they may over the course of
this next year, there will be opportunities for the Japanese people
and reform minded politicians to reorganize the political apparatus
of their country. All would be wise to seize these opportunities
for orderly change.

FINDING A PATH OUT OF THE JAPANESE FINANCIAL QUAGMIRE
DISCUSSION:
Faced with possible financial catastrophe,
the articulated
strategic approach of the Japanese government has been to try to
copy the US strategies for coping with the past Third World debt
and Savings and Loan problems. This involved buying time to allow
the crisis to impact gradually over a multi year period.
This
assumes that there will soon be in place a real strategy for
actually solving the crisis, not merely postponing it.
One key problem however, is that the Japanese financial crisis is
much larger, as a percentage of the GNP, than either the Third
World debt crisis or the Savings & Loan fiasco was for the larger
US economy.
The second problem is that the US depended importantly upon
domestic measures to solve the banking problem, namely higher
interest rates for healthy borrowers to build up a loan loss fund
11
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and forceful measures to compel weak banks to merge, broaden their
capita! base or shut down.
Secondly, the US ran a large trade
deficit during the Third World debt crisis, in part, to help
foreign debtors service their debts to our banks. Finally, the IMF
and other multi lateral institutions also played vital roles in
securing reforms and order throughout the global banking system.
By contrast it is not clear to foreign observers that the Japanese
government actually has a real blue print for coping with this
crisis, beyond buying time and counting heavily on massive
sustained trade surpluses to help accumulate part of capita!
necessary to strengthen their financial system.
Given the enormous difference in unemployment between Japan and
most of the other OECD nations, it is not clear that such vast
sustained trade surpluses will be acceptable to others. Japan will
then face still another dilemma:
If the foreigners can not or will not permit the Japanese to export
their way entirely out of this crisis, and if the Japanese Ministry
of Finance, for macro economic reasons, will not allow interest
spreads in Japan to rise to allow the banks to build up their loan
loss reserves or conversely to significantly lower interest rates
to assist struggling debtors and reenergize economic activity -then the Japanese are left with the probability that the tax payer
of Japan will have to reinsure some banks -- perhaps through
something along the lines of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
originated by President Roosevelt during the 1930's.
This means
large scale borrowing by the government of Japan, something that
until now has been anathema to the Ministry of Finance.
The problem that foreigners and Japanese alike face in assessing
the Japanese financial situation is that nobody has much confidence
in
the
numbers
provided
by
Japanese
accounting
system.
Governmental policy allows many struggling banks and companies to
conceal the full extent of their bad loans and portfolio losses for
extended periods. So people are left wondering exactly how big is
the cancer at the heart of the Japanese financial system.
Thus,
the run on Japanese private banks by nervous depositors and other
signs of fear elsewhere in the system.
In the present absence of a full and accurate public accounting of
the magnitude of Japan's financial crisis, it is especially
difficult for foreigners to give definitive advice.
Nevertheless
there is a logical division of labor between the Japanese and the
international community to address this crisis.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE JAPANESE
1.

There appears to be a solution to the crisis now enveloping
Japan, but it is a complicated one, and it involves
simultaneous ly addressing measures that will ease the
financial crisis, the trade policy crisis, and the political
crisis. Any attempt which tries to solve one of these crises
without dealing with the other two may be doomed to
frustration, deadlock, and failure.

2.

Get all the facts so that everybody knows exactly how big the
financial crisis is, and so the need for radical measures can
be explained to the Japanese public, to those whose financial
clout governs LDP decisions at the highest levels, and to
other governments.

3.

It seems very important that the Japanese government produce
and publish a credible plan for coping with the crisis that
goes beyond current efforts based on an understated problem.
The currently announced measures do not reassure either the
Japanese or foreign public that the crisis is in hand.
Just as a number of other countries have benefitted in the
past by involving experts from the IMF or other outside bodies
in assessing national economic problems, Japan might benefit
by requesting a team of outside experts to assist in both
assessing the full extent of the current financial crisis and
drafting a plan for resolving it. Such a program could also
enhance confidence, which has been badly shaken.

4.

Such an outside review will almost certainly conclude that it
is essential to stimulate growth again in the domestic
Japanese economy, and ease the burden of the debtor classes.
This means lower interest rates now.

5.

It is important that the government develop and announce a
safety net for depositors in Japan's banks; and a system of
"triage" to deal with the banks themselves.

6.

Japan should not count on exporting its problems away.
Exports can provide a part of the solution, but only a part.
The West doesn't like unemployment any better than the
Japanese do and it is very expensive financially, socially and
politically.

7.

Land prices must be allowed to fall, and the housing sector
which will boom under these conditions can then fill in the
gap in Japan's GNP left by the fall in the capital goods and
commercial real estate sectors.
13
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8.

There must be a dramatic opening of the Japanese domestic
markets, so that foreigners can invest and export comfortably
in the Japanese market on a scale necessary to avoid upsetting
the international trading and payments system.
Otherwise
lower interest rates will rapidly result in a cheaper Yen, and
even greater export surpluses.

9.

Greater transparency in both public and private finance in
Japan is necessary.
Corruption, fear, and lack of public
confidence, both Japanese and foreign, flow from the current
opaque systems.

10.

Money politics are poisoning the confidence of the people of
Japan in their democracy and impeding rational decision making
by the government.
Now may be a good time to consider a
complete public funding of election campaigns and associated
expenses by Diet members.

11.

In war, if you try to defend everything, you will, in the end,
successfully defend nothing.
The same may hold true in
Japan's financial crisis.

I do not see how the Japanese government can
banks, prop up the stock market beyond the level
earning ratios, prop up the land prices beyond
value of the land, avoid any unemployment, avoid
over capacity in industry, keep interest rates
and avoid any deviation from current polies.

save all of their
justified by price
the long term rent
shutting down much
at present levels,

Some priorities must be established soon. The Japanese Ministry of
Finance seems determined not to get the Japanese fiscal situation
back into a debt accumulating mode.
But, if the Japanese
government does not take on additional debt at this point, the only
alternative to chaos may be for other governments to do so to help
the Japanese. For the US after a decade of debt accumulation, the
limits of prudence have been reached.
No other countries seem
likely to be more willing to do so.
Clearly the Japanese are going to have to make some difficult and
painful choices in the year ahead, sooner rather than later. This
will put the political system under great strain, but not as great
as the strain that could result from ignoring the financial crisis
until further disaster strikes.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE US AND G-7
1.

It is of course important that the full extent of the Japanese
financial crisis be understood by the other G-7 nations.
It
is clear that trillions of dollars in paper values have been
erased from the Japanese financial system. It is important to
14
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know just how many trillions have been eliminated and how many
bad debts, collateralized by phony asset values are lurking in
the Japanese system.
Anxious as they are for foreign
investment and confidence, Japanese officials have been slow
to provide full and accurate information abroad on the
evolving financial crisis. Past scandals in brokerage houses
and corruption have further complicated the picture.
2.

It is important that there be some centralized assessment of
industrial capacity world wide and due consideration given as
to how the 3 trillion dollar Japanese industrial expansion and
modernization are going to fit in.
This is not a
recommendation for managed trade.
It is a call for some
possible rethinking about overall OECD demand management
practices.
No time is a good time for squeezing out
inflation, but perhaps, in view of the crisis in Japan and now
Europe, some stretch-out in the time period for achieving
definitive
price
stability
should
be
contemplated,
particularly by the Japanese Central Bank.

3.

It is clear that Japan is the only major country in the G-7
with much slack in fiscal and monetary policies. In facing a
supply excess which they have helped create with excessive
industrial investment, it is not unreasonable to ask the
Japanese to stimulate their own domestic demand at this
juncture.

4.

Any willingness of other parts of the G-7 to help accommodate
Japan's industrial overcapacity and financial strains should
also be tied to improvement in Japan's relatively low living
standards, including the key housing area, which help to
depress Japan's economy and propensity to absorb imports.
Additional structural impediments to imports, and murky
Kairetsu preferential purchasing arrangements, impenetrable to
outsiders, Japanese and American, also collectively mitigate
against equality of opportunity in the vast Japanese market
and should be addressed.

Should it prove impossible to make additional meaningful openings
in Japan to providers of goods and services from other countries,
then it will be increasingly difficult politically to persuade
elected officials in other countries to help the Japanese shoulder
their current difficulties.
New barriers to direct and indirect
Japanese exports will almost certainly materialize by the middle of
this decade. High sustained unemployment in the G-7 and elsewhere
also would add pressure to the rising protectionist sentiment in
the West. This of course involves dangers to all parties.
It is important that this not happen.
But to avoid this will
require great strength of purpose by both Japanese reformers and
other interested governments.
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The previous failure of US trade policy to open up Japan to rough
recipro city of opportu nity in trade and investm ent has caused the
US Treasury Departm ent to depend too heavily on currency
depreci ations to reduce the US trade deficit.
Not only has this
policy not solved the problem , as evidence d by the continui ng
direct and indirec t Japanese trade surplus with the US, but it is
also, as a side effect, cheapene d every asset in the entire US
economy and angered other US trading partners whose interes ts have
suffered from the deprecia ted dollar. The weakene d dollar has also
reduced US financia l clout both governm ental and busines s world
wide.
Allowing the Japanese and their policy imitator s to protect
domestic markets , and forcing others to devalue their currenc ies to
protect their own domestic and export markets , risks helping drive
the world into three trading zones, without intendin g to do so.
This devalua tion policy has become counter product ive.
Japan's domestic economy cannot be revitali zed at this point
without a major reductio n in interes t rates.
This, in turn, can
not happen in present circums tances without triggeri ng a weakenin g
of the Yen.
A cheaper Yen based on interes t rate differe ntials
alone will cause Japan's exports to soar even higher, further
destabi lizing the internat ional trading system. We are, therefo re
rapidly approach ing one of those defining moments in interna tional
economic policy.
If the internat ional communi ty can prevail upon Japan to open its
domestic markets dramati cally,
increase transpar ency in its
financia l system to restore the confiden ce of investo rs, allow
conditio ns which will trigger foreign investme nt to enter Japan on
large scale, it is possible to see a solution to the present
Japanese financia l crisis on terms that does little initial harm to
the internat ional economic system as a whole and enhances its long
term unity and strength .
This will require unprece dented
flexibi lity from Japan's politica l decision making process . This
is where the main problem lies.

CONCLUSION
It is far from clear that the effects from the dramatic rise and
fall of stock and land prices in Japan are over.
Trillion s of dollars of paper assets have vaporize d and the
financia l system in Japan is now clearly vulnera ble to a new profit
squeeze and massive losses on loans that are now without adequate
collate ral.
The real danger to the global economy posed by the lack of a sound
financia l floor in key elements in the Japanese economi c structur e
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is not just the problem in Japan.
Were the rest of the global
economy stable and growing, Japan's problem could be assisted and
accommodated by other members of the G-7, much has occurred during
earlier periods of difficulty involving Japan.
It is obvious,
however, there is much turmoil elsewhere in the world, and in that
context, the Japanese situation is potentially dangerous.
The orderly retreat on the financial front being conducted by the
Japanese Central Bank and Ministry of Finance can only be compared
in scale and tactical brilliance to the retreat of the German army
from Russia in the Second World War. The skill of the officers and
the discipline of the units prevented a disorderly rout, but the
fundamental forces opposing them were so massive that the retreat
continued almost unbroken for nearly four years and ended in the
rubble of Berlin.
Whether Tokyo's 1980's bubble economy and subsequent multi-trillion
dollar asset deflation also ends in a serious disaster for Japan
and possibly Japan's trading partners is less certain. Much
depends upon the global economic context and how both the Japanese
government and the international system react. Even with the best
of international good will, however, the economic and political
problems elsewhere in the G-7 and beyond, and the sheer size of
Tokyo's earlier financial indiscretions and compulsive expansion of
industrial capacity make it probable that it will be years before
Japan's economy regains the vigor of the late 1980's.
By the time this crisis is history, Japan may be a very different
country, both economically and politically.
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January 12, 1993
MEMOR ANDUM

To:

Senator Dole

From:

Dennie Shea

Subjeota

Campaign Observatio ns

For whataver they're worth, I an passing along some
observatio ns about my recent campaign experienc e. I probably will
be telling some things you already know.
My district, the 7th Congressi onal District located in Queens
and the Bronx, is populated to a large extent by Reagan Democrats ,
the white middle-cl ass and blue-coll ar ethnics who deserted
President Bush for Bill Clinton and Ross Perot. Although the 7th
CD has had Democrati c represent ation in Congress for more than 25
years, it consisten tly voted for Republican President s--until
George Bush in 1992.
word:

The concerns of Reagan Democrats can be summed up in a single
SECURITY.

Like many Americans , Reagan Demoorats are overwhelm ingly
concerned about their own economic security and the physical
security of themselve s and their families. From my vantage point,
any effort to bring Reagan Democrats back into the Republica n
coalition must emphasize the theme of security.
The Republica n
Party must be the party that promieee to allay the legitimate fears
of those who live on the brink of poverty and personal misfortun e.
It must also be the party that "affirms" Reagan Democrats , that
applauds their cultural values as the bedrock values of our
society.

1.

Economic Security

a.
Job• and Taxes.
Republican s must eta.rt talking more
forcefully and coherently about jobs and job-creati on.
It's not
that Clinton had a better economic plan than the Bush
Administr ation, but rather that he was percei~ed as caring more
about those whose economic eecurity was jeopardize d.
Bush's
failure was essential ly a failure of perception and communic ation.

comes to job-creati on, Reagan Democrats are not
They don't care whether jobs are created through
supply-sid e tax cuts or through increased governmen t spending on
public-wo rks programs. What Reagan Democrats want is a commitmen t
from their political leaders to safeguard their economic gecurity.
When it
ideologic al.

The "tax-the-rich~ rhetoric of the liberals has little appeal
to the Reagan Democrat. In fact, most Reagan Democrats want their
children or grandchild ren to be wealthy someday and don't perceive
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Obviously, Republicans must avoid the pitfalls of Pat
Buchanan, who laced hie opposition to racial preferences with a
perceived mean-spirited ness that appeared narrow.
Instead, Republican& should make an aqgressive attempt to
redefine the term "civil rights." Civil rights should mean muoh
more than ••disparate impact" law and the empty leqalisme of the
civil rights establishmen t in Washington.
Instead, civil rights
should mean educational opportunity,
economic opportunity,
affordable housing, and freedom from the fear of crime.
I am convinced that this approach is the way to go, and can be
successful in attracting African-Amer icans and other minorities to
the party.
An experience during the campaign confirmed this:
While campaigning at a public housing project--nea rly all of whose
tenants were African-Ame rican--! asked a group of nearly 200 people
whether they had benefitted from H.R. 1, the Civil Rights Act of
1991, which happened to be the number-one priority in Congress for
nearly two yea.rs. The answer I received was a resounding ''Nol" In
faot, most had never even heard of the legislation.
Not only could school choice become a defining issue
separating Republicans from Democrats, it could also become a civil
rights issue, attracting African-Amer icans and other minorities to
the party. Although President Clinton is able to choose to send
his daughter to a $10,000-per- year private school, he nonetheless
refuses to support a policy that would give this same choice to the
middle class, the working class, and the poor.

e. Foreign Aid. I wae surprised by
and comments I received on the the issue
know, people just don't undoratand why we
of money to foreign countries when we have
home.

the number of questions
of foreign aid. As you
are giving large amounts
so many problems here at

If Clinton proposes a foreign-aid program with lots of fat, I
would respond aggressively . The Reagan Democrats will cheer.

2.

Phyaioal Security

Crime.
Crime is the foremoBt concern in my district.
According to a poll I conducted, 55% of those questioned aaid that
crime and drugs, not the economy, were the most preaeing problems
facing their conununity.
Unfortunatel y, when it came to crime, the Bush Justice
Department failed to see the fore st for the trees.
Technical
issues like habe8s corpus reform and reform of the exclusionary
rule may be important to the lawyers on Pennsylvania Avenue, but
they just don't sell out on the hustings.
Republicans must develop more imaginative responses to the
horrendous problem of crime, even if these responses are not
-3c019_072_004_all_A1b.pdf
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Since we don't control the White House

or the Congress, we have this luxury.

During the c ampaign, I advocated a proposal, originally
conceived by Adam Walineky, to retrain those soldiers who were
facing dismissal as a result of the cuts in defense spending and
put them to work on state and local police forces. Although this
proposal is loaded with difficult praotical problems, moat people
saw it as a patriot ic and common-sense solution to the press i ng
need for more police officers on the street. Republicans should
start developing similar ideas. We can't afford to cede the crime
issue to the Democrats.
3.

Other Observation•

a. Government Spending. People are beginning to catch on to
the simple truth that it's D.Q.t how much money is being spent, but
hwi this money is being spent.
Republicans should continue to
emphasize thie important point.
b.
The Deficit.
From my experience, the deficit still
remaine a mystery to most Americans. But when people are told that
the deficit ie, to a large degree, financed by the Germans, the
Japanese, and the Saudis, and that foreign nationals exercise
considerable control over the economic destiny of our country, then
the light bulbs start to go on. In other words, the deficit makes
sense to people when it ie explained in terms of aecurity--in this
instance, national security.
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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

HE DOLE FOUNDATION was created in 1983 to help people with
disabilities become independent by giving them the economic tools
to do so: marketable skills, jobs, and career preparation training.
Over the course of our eight-year history, we have directly provided nearly $4 million in
grants to non-profit organizations with expertise in training and placing people with
disabilities.
We have also worked with corporations and with the disability community to
create links between employers and people with disabilities who want to enter or advance
in the workforce. These bridges create benefits for employers as well as for people with
disabilities looking for work.
Some of the ways that employers benefit include
projects that supply qualified workers in occupations and regions
suffering from labor shortages and programs that help them to
accommodate people with disabilities in the workplace. Many
employers find that adaptations originally designed to help
workers with disabilities make the workplace more accessible and
productive for all workers. In this way, Dole Foundation grants
and activities benefit our entire economy, not only by opening
employment opportunities for people with disabilities, but also by
providing new ideas and models that can be adapted by employers and communities nationwide.
Our experience placed us in a unique position
when the signing of the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) in 1990 gave people with disabilities the civil rights
protection they had been missing for so long. The major
provisions of the ADA do not go into effect until 1992 and
later. During the interim between signing and implementation, while Federal agencies have been writing the regulations that will become the basis for implementing the new law, The Dole Foundation has
been working with private funders to establish a consortium of foundations and corporations that will help in the process of educating, training, and otherwise assisting the
people who will be most affected by the ADA: people with disabilities, employers, providers of public accommodations, and telecommunications carriers.
Dole Foundation President Paul Hearne and his staff have provided information, referrals, and educational materials to civic groups, service providers, business
associations and others who have requested information on the ADA. At the same time,
they have increased the Foundation's yearly grants and built its endowment.
I am proud to report that the Foundation has matured well beyond what
anyone could have expected in the eight short years of its existence. Thanks to a superlative Board of Trustees, an expert group of Technical Advisors, and a committed and
knowledgeable staff, The Dole Foundation is recognized as a leading force in the field of
disability giving.
All of these people are deserving of thanks. Most of all, however, I would like
to thank our contributors for investing their resources in America's largest and least
recognized minority group.

Senator Robert J. Dole
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

-~~~~~~~-

~~~~

T IS AN UNUSUAL EXPERIENCE to be in the middle of history in the making.
It is especially unusual for people with disabilities, who have been outside society
looking in since the beginning of time. That is why I feel that it's such a privilege
to be in the position of leading The Dole Foundation, one of the country's major funders in the disability field, at the same time as the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is becoming part of the American legal fabric.
The ADA, the world's first comprehensive civil rights legislation for people with disabilities,
creates the legal structure for fully assimilating people with disabilities into all aspects of social and
economic life. However, while the ADA holds out enormous promise, my personal experience with
disability and my professional experience in the disability field lead me to believe that it will still take
years of hard work before people with disabilities are truly
integrated.
The past year has been characterized by hard work
for all involved in the disability field - the work of preparing
for the implementation of the employment and public
accommodation titles of the ADA and educating businesses,
people with disabilities, and the general public about their
rights and responsibilities under the Act.
For The Dole Foundation, the work has been
especially rewarding. Our philosophy and mission - economic independence through competitive employment has made us the focus of attention and the source of advice
for other funders who are now becoming aware of issues
relating to social and economic integration of people with
disabilities.
Our work on The Funding Partnership for People
with Disabilities created a consortium of funders who collectively committed over $1 million to projects supporting the ADA and related issues. We also encouraged cooperation among our applicants by making collaboration with other organizations a requirement
for receiving a Funding Partnership grant. We received over 600 proposals in response to our first
request-for-proposals, and while we estimate that we will be able to provide no more than 30 to 40
grants, we have heard from organizations across the country that the cooperative work they did with
other local agencies in the application process has already produced beneficial results.
I am honored to have been selected as Chair of The Funding Partnership, and I thank all the
Funding Partners, especially The JM Foundation and The Milbank Memorial Fund for their commitment and vision in joining us as founding members.
The Dole Foundation has had a banner year in other ways, as well. We approved the largest
amount of grants ($900,00) and received more contributions ($1,485,000) than at any other time in our
eight-year history.
Our work now is to look to the future stability of the Foundation - to build our endowment
while continuing to provide grants at the level we achieved this year. We look forward to continuing in
our leadership role in the disability funding field. We are now laying the groundwork to enable us to
continue in that role.
- Paul G . Hearne

2
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THE YEAR 1991

HE OOLE FOUNDATION issues
full-scale reports every two years to
communicate the scope of its
program activities and the involvement of its contributors and
Board ofTrustees. lnterim reports, such as this one for 1991, are
published to keep our contributors and applicants current on
our activities between biennial reports.
The passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990 was a monumental occasion
for the 43 million people with disabilities in this
country. This comprehensive civil rights legislation
prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in
employment and mandates equal access to transportation, public accommodations, and telecommunications.
It was the first time in U.S. history that people with
disabilities were accorded the same civil rights that
other minority groups have had for decades.
Nineteen ninety-one was a year of preparation for the implementation of the ADA and of gearing
up for the challenges of moving from the principles
behind the legislation to the practice of implementation. For The Dole Foundation, it was a confirmation
of our mission to assist people with disabilities achieve
independence, integration and economic security
through employment. We had our most successful year
to date in terms of contributions received from our
supporters and the total dollars awarded to our grantees. We also expanded our efforts to educate other
funders, employers, and the general public about the
societal benefits of promoting the economic and social
independence of people with disabilities.

THE GRANTS PROGRAM
The Dole Foundation authorized nearly
$900,000 in grants to 29 organizations acting to promote
employment, placement, independent living, and other
services for people with disabilities in 1991; this amount is
the largest we have committed in any single year. Programs helped include:
• Projects supporting innovative training and
placement programs in rural areas and programs
focusing on small employers
• Projects demonstrating innovative training and
placement methodologies such as natural workplace supports
• Demonstration projects in unique vocational fields:
business initiatives, job training and placement in
c019_072_004_all_A1b.pdf

horticultural vocations for people who are visually
impaired, career advancement projects, and programs
in technology-related careers
• Programs targeting underserved populations:
job training and placement programs for people
with hearing impairments, people with traumatic brain injuries, disabled people who are
homeless, and people with multiple disabilities
• Job training and placement projects focusing on
youth with disabilities
(A full listing of 1991 grant recipients is on p. 5.)
An activity complementary to our Grants
Program was our support of The Search for Excellence Awards established by The JM Foundation six
years ago. The Search program gives awards to
rehabilitation facilities with outstanding programs
and encourages the dissemination of excellence
throughout the field. We were honored to have been
the first co-sponsor invited by The JM Foundation to
share in the provision of the awards.

THE FUNDING PARTNERSHIP FOR
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
The Funding Partnership, a coalition of 20
foundation and corporate funders whose members
committed over $1 million to fund programs supporting
the ADA and related activities, was established in 1990
by The Dole Foundation, The JM Foundation, and The
Milbank Memorial Fund. Paul Hearne, President of The
Dole Foundation, chairs The Funding Partnership,
which is the first major coalition of funders to focus on
the disability field.
In 1991, the Partnership issued its first
request-for-proposals (RFP), calling on communities
across the country to create local coalitions made up of
private non-profits together with other organizations like
schools, business associations, community agencies, and
for-profit entities. The RFP resulted in 615 proposals
focusing on employment, housing, transportation,
health, and other issues affecting the integration and
independence of people with disabilities.
By the end of 1991, the proposals had been
screened by a central reviewing committee, which then
referred appropriate proposals to each funding partner. A
unique feature of the Partnership from the funders' point
of view is that once the central screening is completed,
each funder incorporates the proposals it receives
Page 115 of 129
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THE YEAR 1991 (Cont'd.) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

through the screening process into its regular grants review
schedule. This allows each foundation or giving program to
maintain control over its own funds while also offering it
the opportunity to work with other partners to provide
joint support to chosen projects.
By Spring 1992, each funder will have
reviewed the proposals most suitable to its mission and
obtained the authorization of its Board of Trustees. The
Dole Foundation expects to make over $150,000 in
grants to Funding Partnership proposals in 1992 and to
work with the other founders of the Partnership to
expand the consortium in 1993.

PUBLICATION PROJECTS
The Workplace Workbook, originally
published in 1990, has been remarkably successful. This
illustrated guide to job accommodations and assistive
technology is designed to help employers adapt their
work environments to meet the needs of workers with
various disabilities. Employers preparing to meet the
reasonable accommodation requirements set out in the
ADA and its implementing regulations have found the
workbook to be a practical and usable tool for making
their workplaces more accessible. Demand has been
such that we are planning to issue an updated version in
1992.
Our second publication, Success and Innovation in Funding Assitive Technology Programs and
Organizations, is a practical guide to assist program
administrators and development personnel in formulating fundraising techniques to finance rehabilitation
technology programs. The publication date is Summer
1992.

CONTRIBUTORS
The Dole Foundation is a public charity
which raises funds from corporations and the general
public. While work has begun to establish an endowment, our first priority is to continue to provide grants
to community-based organizations across the country
that work with people with disabilities. Our ability to do
this depends on the vision and generosity of our ongoing
and new contributors. To those contributors we offer
our gratitude for enabling us to expand our programs to
meet the growing need created by the ADA.
Our supporters met the challenge of an
expanded need in 1991 by contributing more than they
had in any previous year: $1,485,000. Over 190 contributors - including corporations, foundations, and
individuals - made contributions from $30 to
$200,000. Many of these donors support our programs
year after year, and to them we give our special thanks.
4

The Sixth Annual Contributors Reception was held on July 28, 1991 at the National
Museum of Women in the Arts in Washington, D.C.
President Bush made a special videotaped address to
the 454 guests, and Senator Dole presented The
Dole Foundation's Leadership Award to NYNEX
Corporation of White Plains, N.Y. and Kreonite,
Inc . of Wichita, Kansas for their policies and
practices in employing and promoting people
with disabilities.
Comediennes Geri Jewell and Kathy
Buckley, both of whom incorporate disability into
their comedy routines, acted as Emcees. The Dole
Foundation Media awards were presented to Ms
Jewell, Ms Buckley, and to Teddy Pendergrass, a.
well-known musician and singer who was disabled in
an automobile accident. A special service award was
given to Dr. Sheila Akabas for her seven years of
service on the Foundation's Technical Advisory
Committee.

FUTURE GOALS AND PLANS
In order to insure its future ability to
provide grants and support our educational and other
programs, The Dole Foundation began building an
endowment in 1990. During the past year, longrange planning for an endowment was accelerated,
and the endowment fund almost doubled to reach $1
million. A feasibility study and formal endowment
campaign are planned for 1992.
Our goal over the next few years is to
stabilize our grants at $1 million annually and to
expand our fundraising both for the grants program
and for the endowment. In addition, the establishment of The Funding Partnership for People with
Disabilities will extend the impact of the grants we
make in a variety of direct and indirect ways. First,
we will be able to join with other funders to support
large-scale projects which we could not fund on our
own. Second, the Partnership has brought a number
of funders into the disability field who have not
previously made grants in this arena and has drawn
the attention of yet other funders who we hope will
join us in the future. Third, we encouraged cooperation among our applicants by making coordination
with other organizations an application requirement
for The Funding Partnership. Such cooperation is
the key to addressing the problems and challenges of
the future; through such activities as these, The Dole
Foundation is setting an example of cooperative
activity for the disability community, the service
community, and the donor community.
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GRANT RECIPIENTS 1991 ($500 OR MoRE)

•

ALABAMA

MARYLAND

Epilepsy Foundation of Mobile and Gulf Coast,
Mobile, $49,800
Job training for 250 and supported
employment for 110 people with epilepsy in
rural Alabama

Self Help for Hard of Hearing People, Inc.,
Bethesda, $50,CXXl
Job skills training, adaptive technologies and
technical assistance for people with hearing
impairments

ARKANSAS

MASSACHUSETTS

Lions World Services for the Blind, Little Rock,
$21,488
Job training of blind people for various
positions in the horticulture industry

The Harbor Schools, Inc., Newbury, $11,500
Support for student internships at local
community nonprofit worksites as part of an
educational/job training program for severely
emotionally impaired adolescents

CALIFORNIA
Mark Wellman, Yosemite, $1,CXXl
An honorary award recognizing
mountaineering accomplishments enhancing
the image of people with disabilities
Center for Independent Living, Berkeley,
$49,880
A project to replicate and disseminate a
successful job training and placement program
for homeless disabled people
Sensory Access Foundation, Palo Alto, $50,024
To provide computer skills and computerbased training in English skills to 30 people
with hearing impainnents

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Operation Job Match, $5,500
To establish a coordinated effort with The
Dole Foundation to address the ADA and
related concerns
St. John's Child Development Center, $60,CXXl
Transition 63 adults with developmental
disabilities from enclave employment settings
to community worksites utilizing natural
supports
WCOT Fund/World Congress on Technology,
$ 1,CXXl
Scholarship for a person with a disability from
Europe, Asia or the Third World to attend the
1991 Technology Conference

IDAHO
Idaho Easter Seal Society/Goodwill Industries
of So. Idaho, Boise, $51,296
A demonstration project to assist young deaf
adults to transition from the State School for
the Deaf to independent living and working

KANSAS
Episcopal Social Services, Inc., Wichita,
$32,834
Expansion of a successful transitional
employment program for people with mental
illness to include 45 permanent jobs in
competitive settings

Vision House, Andover, $48,CXXl
Adaptation of a successful employment
training model for developmentally disabled
people in a program for people who have had
traumatic brain injuries
National Spinal Cord Injury Association,
Woburn, $1,500
To support awards ceremony expenses for
honoring Elmer C. Bartels, Massachusetts
Commissioner of Rehabilitation, and
highlighting the Commission's h istory

MINNESOTA
Courage Center, Golden Valley, $1,800
Matching funds for ham radio equipment for
use in the education and training of people
with severe physical, sight, hearing or speech
disabilities
Multi Resource Center, Inc., Minneapolis,
$52,750
Job training in office support positions for more
than 100 people with various disabilities

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Easter Seal Society of New Hampshire, Inc.,
Manchester, $49,985
Comprehensive vocational training and
employment by small employers for 35 people
with disabilities

Hospital Audiences, Inc., New York, $5,CXXl
To support activities associated with youth
with disabilities enrolled in a 1991 summer
youth employment program
Joseph Bulova School, Woodside, $7,705
A tuition scholarship for training in watch
making and repair
The National Foundation for Teaching
Entrepreneurship, New York, $33,800
To provide intensive career/business-initiative
planning for 20 young adults with disabilities

Self Initiated Living Options, New York,
$5,CXXl
Support for a personal attendant who enables
various staff members to increase their
productivity.
Women and Foundation/Corporate
Philanthropy, New York, $2,500
To support a quarterly newsletter supplement
focusing on women with disabilities

NORTH DAKOTA
Vocational Training Center, Inc., Fargo,
$49,340
Support of the state's first program providing
job training and placement services to people
with traumatic brain injuries

VIRGINIA
Horatio Alger Association, Alexandria, $10,CXXl
A National Scholars Conference scholarship
for a high school student with a disability and
contributing support for the conference
National Rehabilitation Association, Reston,
$4,500
Printing costs for the 15th Annual Mary
Switzer Memorial Seminar Report on Aging,
Disability and the Nation's Productivity

NEW YORK
Computer Center for the Visually Impaired,
Baruch College, New York, $49,028
Comprehensive training in computer skills for
people with visual impairments, including
software training, adaptive technologies and
mentoring
En Garde Arts, Inc., New York, $4,CXXl
To support transportation expenses to
performance locations for developmentally
disabled and visually impaired musicians
Fountain House, New York, $100,CXXl
A program to integrate deaf people with
mental illness into job training and
employment programs for people with
psychiatric disabilities
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1991 CONTRIBUTORS LIST
_ __
Peter Ackerman

Cereal Food Processors, Inc.

General Electric Company

Amax Foundation, Inc.

Cessna Foundation, Inc.

Glaxo Inc.

American Advertising Federation

Chevron Corporation

American Cement Alliance, Inc.

Chicago Board of Trade

Government Employees Hospital
Association

American Council of Life Insurance

Chicago Mercantile Exchange

American Express Foundation

CIGNA Foundation

American Farm Bureau Federation

Vern Clark & Associates

American Home Products Corporation

The Coca-Cola Company

American Medical Association

The Coleman Company, Inc.

American Petroleum Institute

ConAgra, Inc.

American Stock Exchange

Contran Corporation

American Trucking Associations, Inc.

Coordination Council for North
American Affairs

AMERITECH
Amoco Foundation, Inc.
Anheuser-Busch Companies
The Anschutz Foundation
Archer Daniels Midland Company
ARCO Foundation
Armenian Society of America
Ashland Oil, Inc.
AT&T Foundation
Avon Products, Inc.
Becton Dickinson and Company
BellSouth Corporation
Berkshire Life Insurance Company
Black, Manafort, Stone & Kelly
The Boeing Company
The Burton Borman Foundation
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corporation
Burlington Northern Railroad Company
Cable & Wireless Communications, Inc.
Cargill, Incorporated
Centel Corporation

6

Council for Better Corporate Citizenship
Justin Dart, Jr.
Ira W. DeCamp Foundation
Lorah D. Dom
Dow Coming Corporation
The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation
JohnM. Dunn
E.I. du Pont de Nemours
Enron Oil & Gas Company
Ernst& Young
EXXON Corporation
Family Research Council
Farmland Industries, Inc.
Federal Express Corporation
Federal National Mortgage Association
(FANNIE MAE) Foundation
Flue-cured Tobacco Cooperative
Stabilization Corporation
Fluor Corporation
Forbes Foundation

The BFGoodrich Company
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
Slade Gorton & Company, Inc.
Grace Foundation, Inc.
Great Western Financial Corporation
Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc.
GTE Corporation
The Guardian Life Insurance Company of
America
H.J. Heinz Company Foundation
The Henley Group/Chatam, Inc.
The Hershey Foods Corporation Fund
Hoechst Celanese Corporation
Hoffman-La Roche, Inc.
Holland & Knight
Honeywell, Inc.
Geo. A. Hormel & Company
ITT Corporation
The J.M. Foundation
Jostens
Kansas Gas & Electric Company
The Kettering Family Foundation
F.M. Kirby Foundation, Inc.
Honorable Henry Kissinger
Kraft General Foods, Inc.
Esther H. Levens
Lockheed Corporation
Loews Foundation

Freeport McMoRan, Inc.

John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation

The Gallo Foundation

Margaret E. Mahoney

Lawrence M. Gelb Foundation, Inc.

Manufacturers Hanover Corporation
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Marion Merrell Dow, Inc.

Pitney Bowes

Jackie A. Strange

The J. Willard Marriott Foundation

The Principal Financial Group
Foundation, Inc.

Subaru of America Foundation

Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
C ompany
McDonald's Corporation
The Mead Corporation Foundation
Medusa Corporation
Mercedes-Benz of North America, Inc.
Merck & Company, Inc.
Merrill Lynch & Company, Inc.
Dr. Edward L. & Marie Meyen
Mobil Corporation
Motorola, Inc.
Multimedia Cablevision Company
National Association of Chain Drug
Stores
N ational Association of Home Builders
N ational Association of Letter Carriers of
the United States
The National Association of Life
Underwriters
The NFIB Foundation
N ew York Stock Exchange
NYNEX Corporation
Occidental Petroleum Corporation
O ki America, Inc.
Pacific Telesis Foundation
Lisa M. Paquette
Paralyzed Veterans of America
Payless Cashways, Inc.
The Perot Group/Perot Foundation

The Procter & Gamble Manufacturing
Company
Ralston Purina Company
Raytheon Company
Revlon Foundation, Inc.
RJR Nabisco, Inc.
David Rockefeller
Edward & Ellen Roche Relief Foundation,
U.S. Trust of New York

Technology Applications, Inc.
Texaco USA
Tiffany & Co.
Time Warner Inc.
Timmons and Company, Incorporated
The Tobacco Institute
Torchmark Corporation
Charles H. Tower

The Rouse Company Foundation

Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.

The Ross Family Charitable Foundation

The Travelers Companies Foundation,
Inc.

John Ruan Foundation Trust
Samuel and May Rudin Foundation, Inc.
The Ryland Group, Inc.
Safeway, Inc.
Sandoz Corporation
Sara Lee Corporation
Benno C. Schmidt
Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc.
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Security Benefit Group, Inc.
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Michael E. Simon
SmithKline Beecham
Smokeless Tobacco Council, Inc.
Southern California Edison Company
Southwestern Bell Corporation

Milton Petrie

Seth Sprague Educational & Charitable
Foundation, U.S. Trust of New York

Joseph C. Petrone

The Starr Foundation

Pfizer Inc.

State Farm Companies Foundation

Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Association

Sterling Winthrop, Inc.

Philip Morris Companies, Inc.

Sun Company, Inc.

TRW Foundation
Fred L. Turner
Union Pacific Foundation
United Air Lines, Inc.
United States Sugar Corporation
United Transportation Union
UST
Utilicorp United Inc.
Vinson & Elkins
Charis E. Walker Associates, Inc.
Warner-Lambert Company
Wasserman Foundation
Webster, Chamberlain & Bean
Malcomb Hewitt Wiener Foundation,
Inc.
Western Publishing Group, Inc.
The Williams Companies, Inc.

The Stouffer Corporation Fund
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REPORT OF ERNST & YOUNG, INDEPENDENT AUDITORS

The Board of Trustees
The Dole Foundation
for Employment of
People with Disabilities

..

We have audited the accompanying statements of assets,
liabilities and fund balances of The Dole Foundation for Employment of
People with Disabilities as of December 31, 1991 and 1990, and the
related statements of public support and revenue, expenses and changes
in fund balances and of functional expenses for the years then ended.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Foundation's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for
our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of The Dole
Foundation for Employment of People with Disabilities at December 31,
1991and1990, and the results of its operations for the years then ended
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

June 26, 1992

8
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STATEMENTS OF ASSETS, LIABILITIES
AND
FUND BALANCES

1991

Current
Funds

December 31

Endowment
Fund

Current
Funds

1 - Organizational Data

1990

Endowment
Fund

ASSETS

Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
(interest-earning)
Pledges receivable
Prepaid expenses and
other current assets
Publication revenue
receivable
Total Current Assets
Office Furniture and Equipment,
net of accumulated depreciation
of$90, 165 and $64,414 at
December31, 1991and1990

$653,957 $651,069 $1,012,850
32,359
49,471

$136,400

6,787

4,549

5,450

9,313
719,528

655,618

1,050,659

136,400

68,078
42,327
$761,855 $655,618 $1,118,737

$136,400

LIABILITIES AND
FUND BALANCES
Current Liabilities
Payroll and witholding
taxes payable
Accounts payable and accrued
liabilities
Grants payable
Deferred public support
Total Current Liabilities

FUND BALANCES
(deficit)
See notes to financial statements.

NOTES TO FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

The Dole Foundation for
Employment of People with Disabilities
("the Foundation") is a nonprofit,
publicly supported foundation incorporated in Kansas in June 1983 . The
purpose of the Foundation is to establish and operate scholarship, job
training, job placement, and transportation ass istance programs for the benefit
of disabled or handicapped citizens; and
to sponsor programs, seminars, fellowships, and research activities relating to
issues of public policy. The organization is exempt from Federal income
taxes under Section 501 (c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code.

2 - Summary of Significant Account,
ing Policies
Fund Accounting

$

313

$ 23,080
753,102
132,947

18,288
431,394
29,178

909,129

479,173

(147,274) 655,618
639,564
$761,855 $655,618 $1,118,737

136,400
$136,400

To ensure observance of
limitations and restrictions placed on
the use of resources available to the
Foundation, the accounts of the Foundation are maintained in accordance
with the principles of fund accounting.
This is the procedure by which resources for various purposes are class ified for accounting and reporting
purposes into funds established according to their nature and purposes.
Separate accounts are maintained for
each fund; however, in the accompanying financial statements, funds that
have similar characteristics have been
combined into fund groups. Accordingly, all financial transactions have
been recorded and reported by fund
group.
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STATEMENTS OF PUBLIC SUPPORT AND
REVENUE, EXPENSES AND CHANGES
IN FUND BALANCES
Year Ended December 31
1990
1991
Current Endowment Current Endowment
Funds
Fund
Funds
Fund

PUBLIC SUPPORT
AND REVENUE
Public Support
Contributions
Revenue
Interest
Publications

EXPENSES

Program Services
Public information
Grants
Support Services
Development/fundraising
General and administrative

(Deficiency) Excess of Public
Support and Revenue
over Expenses
Fund balances at
beginning of year
lnterfund transfer

FUND BALANCES
AT END OF YEAR
See notes to financial statements.
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$1,185,396 $ 26,000 $1,262,085
51,944
46,752
1,284,092

29,015
55,015

66,743
19,303
1,348,131

203,103
1,172,706
1,375,809

143,096
681,943
825,039

108,933
121,985
230,918
$1,606,727

178,965
97,281
276 246
$1,101,285

(322,635)

55,015

639,564 136,400
(464,203) 464,203

246,846
492,718
(100,000)

$(147,274) $655,618 $ 639,564

$ 9,515
9,515

The assets, liabilities, and
fund balances are reported in two selfbalancing fund groups as follows:
Current funds, which include
unrestricted and restricted resources, represent the portion of
expendable funds that are available for support of Foundation
operations.
The Endowment Fund represents
funds that are subject to restrictions of gift instruments requiring
in perpetuity that the principal be
invested and the income only be
used. It also includes funds
designated by the Foundation's
Board of Trustees for long-term
investment. It is the Foundation's
intent presently that investment
earnings on Board designated
endowment funds will be accumulated in the Endowment Fund.
Withdrawals of amounts previously transferred from current
funds are subject to Board of
Trustee authorization.

Contributions
9,515
26,885
100,000

$136,400

Contributions are recorded
as support in the period designated by
the donor. Uncollected pledges for the
current period are recorded as receivables at their estimated realizable
values.
Costs related to special
events in which the donor receives a
direct benefit are applied against
contributions. These costs, primarily
funded by donors, were approximately
$94,946 and $109,773 for the years
ended December 31, 1991and1990.
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STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

Year Ended D ecember 31, 1991

Public
Information

Grants

$ 895,379
105,386
$ 71,560
8,222
5,724

Grants awarded
Salaries
Payroll taxes
Life and health
10,090
insurance
7,783
Retirement contri5,656
bution
7,808
T echnical advisory
33,934
262
T emporary help
383
Professional services
8,030
5,736
22,424
15,843
Occupancy
Equipment rent/
2,310
maintenance
3,234
2,669
Telephone
3,575
Dues, subscriptions
3,537
and books
2,524
Delivery and messenger
732
513
Printing
843
480
3,25 1
2,3 16
Supplies
2,292
Postage
4,457
23,426
17,585
T ravel expense
Depreciation an
9,012
6,439
amortization
1,133
Confe rences
6,504
49,215
Press services
Endowment planning
expenses
21,23 1
Funding partnership
1,687
O ther expenses
2 624
$203,103 $1,172,706
Totals
See notes to financial statements.

Development/ General &
Fund-raising Administrative Total

$

2,968

4,569

895,3 79
264,839
21,483

4,208

8,447

30,528

2,933

4,609

26,910
4,589
13,308

210
4,589
12,776

21,006
33,934
27,765
22,944
64,35 1

1,847
1,776

1,870
933

9,261
8,953

1,658
411
274
1,853
1,381
719

1,367
530
274
1,992
1,747
979

9,086
2, 186
1,87 1
9,41 2
9,877
42,709

5,150
65 1

5,150
1,415

25,75 1
9,703
49,215

$ 36,946 $ 50,947

12,711

12,711
21,23 1
6,870
12,532
1,35 1
$108,933 $121,985 $1,606,727

Grants
Grants are recorded as
expenses and liabilities when the grants
are approved by the Board and the
grantees are n otified.

Office Furniture and Equipment
Fixed assets are recorded at
cost or, if don ated, at fa ir value. Depreciation is computed using the stra ightline meth od over the estimated lives of
the assets.

Contributed Services
Obj ectively meas urable
contributed services are reflected in the
financial statements as both a contribu tion and expense. Donated services of
$7,500 and $8,500 were rece ived fo r the
years ended December 3 1, 199 1 and
1990.

Cash Equivalents
The Foundation considers all
highly liquid investments with a
maturity of three months or less when
purch ased to be cash equiva lents.

Deferred Public Support
C urrent funds restricted by
the donor, grantor, or other outs ide
party fo r particular purposes are deemed
to be earned and reported as public
support when the Foundation h as
incurred expenditures in compliance
with the specific restrictions. Such
amounts rece ived, but no t yet earned,
are reported as deferred public support.
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REPORT OF ERNST & YOUNG, INDEPENDENT AUDITORS , (Cont'd.)

STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

Year Ended D ecember 3 1, 1990

Public
Information

Grants

Development/ G eneral &
Fund-raisin Administrative Total

Grants awarded
$ 471,443
$ 471 ,443
Salaries
283,171
87,441 $ 96,532 $ 45,347
$ 53,85 1
6,261
3,699
21 ,021
Payroll taxes
6,887
4,174
Life and health
6,723
7,8 13
12,815
11 ,748
39,099
insurance
Retirement contri6,376
3,262
19,235
3,838
5,759
bution
19,500
19,500
T echnical advisory
260
1,198
T emporary help
127
461
2,046
Professional services
7,656
7,032
10,662
29,545
4,195
20,033
18,212
10,320
60,706
Occupancy
12, 141
Equipment rent/
2,658
2,580
13,610
3,987
maintenance
4,385
2, 11 7
2, 168
8,422
Telephone
3,244
893
Dues, subscriptions
3,068
1,072
and books
1,448
1,984
7,572
Delivery and messenger 1,157
1,136
656
3,685
736
Printing
2,107
1,533
2,107
8, 191
2,444
10,298
2,089
3, 177
2,575
2,457
Supplies
1,250
Postage
700
1,072
3,667
645
5,250
35,522
Travel expense
8,923
16,814
4,535
Depreciation an
amortization
4,860
10,936
4,3 75
4,132
24,303
2,955
Confe rences
1,671
4,167
1,324
10, 11 7
Press services
25,092
25,092
O ther expenses
893
813
2 793
5 040
541
T otals
$143,096 $681,943 $ 178,965 $97,281 $1,101,285

3-

Retirement Plan

The Foundat ion partic ipates
in a contributory defined contribution
retirement plan. A ll full -time employees with at leas t one year of service are
eligible to participate in the plan .
Employees who elect to participate
contribute 5% of their annual salary,
and the Foundation con tributes an
amount equivalent to 10% of th e
partic ipants annual salary. The
Foundation 's expense fo r the years
ended December 3 1, 199 1 and 1990
totaled $2 1,006 and $ 19,235.

4 - Lease Commitments
The Fo undat ion h as a lease
fo r office space that exp ires in 1993.
The minimum annual base renta ls
under th e lease are as fo llows:

1992
1993

$62,964
5.247
$68,2 11

See notes to financ ial statements.
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Board of Directors
Honorable Robert J. Dole, Chairman, The Dole Foundation
Republican Leader, United States Senate
Robert S. Strauss, Vice Chairman, The Dole Foundation
Senior Partner, Akin, Gump Strauss, Hauer and Feld
Julia M. Walsh, Secretary-Treasurer, The Dole Foundation
Managing Director, Tucker Anthony
Justin W. Dart, Jr., Chairman
President's Committee on Employment
of People with Disabilities
I

Gerald M. Lowrie
Senior Vice President
AT&T
Margaret E. Mahoney
President
Commonwealth Fund
Richard E. Marriott
Vice Chairman of the Board
Marriott Corporation
Russell W. Meyer, Jr.
Chairman and CEO
Cessna Aircraft Co.

Allan G. Freund
Vice President and General Counsel
Mercedes-Benz of North America, Inc.

Sharon Percy Rockefeller
President and Chief Operating Officer
WETA

James R. Jones
Chairman of the Board
American Stock Exchange

David Stanley
Chairman and CEO
Payless Cashways, Inc.

W.M. Keck, II
President
Coalinga Corporation

Technical Advisory Committee

I

Henry Viscardi, Jr., Ph.D.
President Emeritus
National Center for Disability Services

Lawrence Scadden, Ph.D.
Director, Rehabilitation Engineering Center
Electronic Industries Foundation

Sheila H. Akabas, Ph.D.
Professor and Director
The Columbia University School of Social Work
Center for Social Policy and Practice in the Workplace

Neal W. Nathanson
President and Chief Executive Officer
National Rural Development and Finance Corporation

Jack G. Duncan
Attorney at Law
Duncan and Associates

Jay F. Rochlin
Former Executive Director
President's Committee on Employment of People with
Disabilities

Edward L. Meyen, Ph.D.
Executive Vice Chancellor
University of Kansas

Guy Stubblefield
Area Director
Rockford Area Projects with Industry

Professional Staff
I

Paul G. Hearne
President

Linda F. Tolson
Executive Secretary

Jeanne Argoff, Ph.D.
Associate Director

Lori A. Enfield
Receptionist/Secretary

Randy D. Davis
Program Officer

Special thanks to
Sandra Cawley, Bill and Selena Rissell,
Ann Deschamps, and Maryko Deemer
for their extensive service to The Foundation.
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'

RE:

19t' RBPtmtIClN
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J.JtllUllY 12 1 1993

P~EBIDElf'TIAL BALLO~

TEST RESULTS

l(etho~oloqyi
This survey of political attitudes waa conducted
exclusively among Republican voters nationally between January 4th
throuqh 7th, 1993 by Fabrizio, McLaughlin and Associates. All
interviews were conducted by professionally trained interviewers via

telGphone. Respondents were screened for party affiliation and ·
interview selection was random within predetermined election units.
These units werQ structured to statistically correlate with the actual
votQr distribution of the 1992 President.1al &lection. Thi& survey of
eoo Republican vcters nas an accuracy ot +/- 3.46% at the 95%

confidence interval.

swaa~s
At this time, Kouaing Secretary Ja.Ok Kemp and senate
Republican Leader Bob Dole are tied for the lead in the rrac~ured 1996
G.O.P. Presidential Race. Of the 11 potential candidates tested, KE!lllp
leads the field 9arnering 21.6t. Dole. scored 21.l,, craatin9 a
stati5tical aead heat between the two. The only other potential
contender& to brea~ into double digit support were White House Chief

ot Star! James Baker who received 11.3' and Vice President Dan Quayle
who qarnerad 10.3%.

Th• ideological composition ot Dole's and Kemp's support as

compared to each other may be a precursor to the comin9 battle between
the Moderate and Conserv~tive fact~on• or the Republican Party. Amonq

Republicana who self-describe themse1ves as Liberal, Dole receives
23.7% to Romp'• 10.Jt. Whereas, among selr-described conservatives,
Kemp garners 25.1~ to Dole's 18.Sl. Amon~ Moderates, Dole holds a
slight advantage recQiVinq 24.3% to Kemp's 20.8%.
While 1996 is still a long way o!f, it is clear that both the
Moderate and Conservative winqs of the Party nave their leading
candidate should they actively pursue the nomination.

· ~•stion

remairt1 as to how many other potertt1al

Now, the

candidat~•

jump into

the fray forcing the fracturing of either or both ot these wings .

. fabrldo, M<lLau8hftn & AMOCiatM, Inc.•

(703) 684·4tJ10. FAX ('703) '739-0664
801 North Fairfax Si..reet· Suite 312 • Alcxandrta. Virginia 22314
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PAGB TWO

QU91ti2D!

"Trom the Zollow!ng list, who is your rirst choice ror the
Republican Presidential nomination in 1996?H (READ AND ROTATE CHOICES)

QVEBALL
Jack Kemp
Bob DO]..e
J4m•• Baker
D41l QU4f!e

'

Dick Chen•y
Pat Buc:ha.nan

21.6%
21.l

ll.3

10.3

6.1
4.0
2.8
2.5
1.3
D.9

Pat Robertson
Phil Gramm
W1.111a:m Weld
Pete .ou;iont

Bill Benn$tt
Other
t7nd$Cidea

-

LIBERAL
REPUBJ<!CANS

MODERATE
REPUBLICANS

CONSERVATIVE
REPUBLICiNS

10.3%
23.7
12.4
12.4
4.1
4.1

24.3
l3.4
7.7
7.0

20.8,

25.1\
l8.5

4.l

1.0

o.o
o.o

O.l

0.0

o.o

l.6
16.5

27.B

z.1

J.. 8
2 .J.
z .l.

1.4

o.o
2.s

l.f .~

9.4
ll.7
6.3
5. l.

3.3
3.3
J.. 0
0.8
0.3
l.O
14.2

IBY DBKQOllPJIIg§J_
Rt1popd1nt Idtoloqy:

Total Liberal

Mod.er~t•

OVERALL
12.1%
35.~

Total Conservativ•

49.3

l8-2S

OVEMLI.i
S-3'°

4J.-~~

~9.l

ovei: 65

l~-8

oon'~

Know/Retuseo

:26-40

56-65

Retuseei

3.l

32.9

11.8

l.J
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POLITICAL MEDIA

JJUnJARY 12, 1913

'PACB TDD

Races
Whita

Black
Hispanic

Other

Refused

2~:.RA~L

93.9t
1.6
1.6

1.3
1.6
.-

Genc!or:
...

.Mal•

Female

QVERAJ;il1

49.5%
50.5

R•giOJU

New !.nqland
Middle Atlantic
Eaat North central

Wast North Central
South Atla.ntic

Ea5t south central

west south central

Mountain
paoi.rio

OViRALL
6.3t
15.5
18.5
8.5
15.B

5.6

9.8
5.5
14.6

TOTAL P.04
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